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Abstract
Programmable Graphics Processing Units (GPUs) have recently become the
most pervasive massively parallel processors. They have come a long way,
from ﬁxed function ASICs designed to accelerate graphics tasks to a pro-
grammable architecture that can also execute general-purpose computations.
Because of their performance and eﬃciency, an increasing amount of software
is relying on them to accelerate data parallel and computationally intensive
sections of code. They have earned a place in many systems, from low power
mobile devices to the biggest data centers in the world. However, GPUs
are still plagued by the fact that they essentially have no multiprogram-
ming support, resulting in low system performance if the GPU is shared
among multiple programs. In this dissertation we set to provide the rich
GPU multiprogramming support by improving the multitasking capabilities
and increasing the virtual memory functionality and performance.
The main issue hindering the multitasking support in GPUs is the non-
preemptive execution of GPU kernels. Here we propose two preemption
mechanisms with diﬀerent design philosophies, that can be used by a sched-
uler to preempt execution on GPU cores and make room for some other
process. We also argue for the spatial sharing of the GPU and propose a
concrete hardware scheduler implementation that dynamically partitions the
GPU cores among running kernels, according to their set priorities. Opposing
the assumptions made in the related work, we demonstrate that preemptive
execution is feasible and the desired approach to GPU multitasking. We fur-
ther show improved system fairness and responsiveness with our scheduling
policy.
We also pinpoint that at the core of the insuﬃcient virtual memory sup-
port lies the exceptions handling mechanism used by modern GPUs. Cur-
rently, GPUs ooad the actual exception handling work to the CPU, while
the faulting instruction is stalled in the GPU core. This stall-on-fault model
prevents some of the virtual memory features and optimizations and is espe-
cially harmful in multiprogrammed environments because it prevents context
switching the GPU unless all the in-ﬂight faults are resolved. In this disser-
i
tation, we propose three GPU core organizations with varying performance-
complexity trade-oﬀ that get rid of the stall-on-fault execution and enable
preemptible exceptions on the GPU (i.e., the faulting instruction can be
squashed and restarted later). Building on this support, we implement two
use cases and demonstrate their utility. One is a scheme that performs con-
text switch of the faulted threads and tries to ﬁnd some other useful work to
do in the meantime, hiding the latency of the fault and improving the system
performance. The other enables the fault handling code to run locally, on
the GPU, instead of relying on the CPU ooading and show that the local
fault handling can also improve performance.
ii
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Chapter 1
Introduction
Over the course of the last several decades, an increasing amount of chal-
lenging and computationally intensive tasks in 2D and 3D rendering has
been migrated from software into specialized hardware accelerators. Due to
the evolution of integrated circuit technology a single-chip solution emerged,
today known as the Graphics Processing Unit (GPU).
In order to enhance the quality of the rendered images and make them
more realistic, GPUs have been improving ﬂexibility and performance with
each new generation. Greater ﬂexibility was achieved through increased pro-
grammability, that is moving from the rendering pipeline with conﬁgurable
stages [142] to the rendering pipeline with programmable stages [101, 111,
102, 172]. Greater performance was achieved through increasing the memory
bandwidth and the number of cores to exploit the inherent data parallelism
of graphics workloads [111, 19]. Increasing parallelism resulted in GPUs with
higher peak performance than general-purpose CPUs, and this performance
gap keeps growing1.
The trend of increasing performance gap was noticed by researchers and
developers who started leveraging GPUs to improve the performance of other,
non-graphics related computations [123, 122]. Ultimately, NVIDIA intro-
duced the Tesla G80 [102] architecture with hardware and software improve-
ments geared speciﬁcally towards general-purpose computing. Other ven-
dors, like AMD [67, 105] and Intel in the desktop market, as well as others
in the mobile market (Qualcomm, Imagination, ARM, etc.) followed closely.
These improvements have a goal of abstracting away the graphics pipeline
and its limitations. They include the uniﬁed shader core capable of exe-
cuting vertex, fragment and compute shaders (i.e., procedures) [102] on the
1Currently the gap is an order of magnitude increase in double precision arithmetic
performance and memory bandwidth [120].
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hardware side, and dedicated programming languages like CUDA [120] and
OpenCL [57] on the software side.
Today, GPUs are the most pervasive massively parallel processors and can
be found in wide range of systems. On one end of the spectrum are the mobile
SoCs that power smartphones and embedded systems. Their GPUs are used
for computational photography [131, 130, 12, 64], augmented reality [107] or
other computer vision tasks [168] such as face recognition [29] or road sign
detection [114] in autonomous vehicles.
In the middle of the spectrum are traditional GPU markets like desk-
top (running 3D games) and workstation (running CAD and modeling tools)
that have also beneﬁted from general-purpose features. Games today per-
form physical based simulation (e.g., cloth [136], particle [85] and ﬂuid [61]
simulations) on the GPU to achieve complex visual eﬀects. Similarly, CAD
and other engineering tools can use the GPU for computation (e.g., photo
realistic rendering with ray tracing [132, 127]).
On the other end of the spectrum are large scale machines used in HPC [46,
84, 165] and warehouse scale computers [13]. Recent advances in machine
learning [16, 91, 75] have created a surge of intelligent services that rely
on speech recognition, natural language processing and image classiﬁcation.
GPUs are playing a central role in this revolution, speeding up their adoption
in data centers and public clouds [63, 62].
Even though a major eﬀort was invested in making them useful beyond
graphics applications, GPUs are still missing features that prevent them from
being considered as truly general-purpose processors. The reason for holding
back the evolution of GPU architectures is to avoid hurting the performance
and eﬃciency of interactive 3D rendering (e.g., computer games), which is
still the primary GPU market. One notable consequence is the lack of mul-
tiprogramming support typically found in general-purpose systems.
The concept of multiprogramming was originally introduced with the goal
of improving the system throughput by ﬁlling the execution gaps (e.g., during
I/O operations) of one process with work from another process. However,
system throughput is not the only metric that matters in multiprogrammed
systems. For example, in interactive systems it is equally important to pro-
vide responsiveness to prevent sluggish performance which would otherwise
frustrate the users. Similarly, in multi-tenant system it is also important to
provide fairness, so that the customers get the resources that they payed for.
GPUs, designed ﬁrst and foremost as graphics accelerators, were intended
to be used by a single application at a time. This is progressively becoming
an issue, as GPUs are ﬁnding their way into inherently multiprogrammed en-
vironments, such are desktop and cloud. Traditionally, the OS is at the heart
of multiprogrammed system, providing resource virtualization and, through
2
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it, numerous beneﬁts like protection (i.e., security), performance isolation,
programmability, etc. Because GPUs are missing most of the multiprogram-
ming support, GPU-accelerated systems are unable to provide key multipro-
grammed workload requirements.
In this dissertation we focus on solving the two fundamental obstacles that
are hindering the multiprogramming support in GPUs. The ﬁrst is the non-
preemptive execution of GPU kernels which means that once a GPU kernel
starts its execution, it has to run until completion. The non-preemptive
execution makes it impossible for the system to perform resource allocation
(i.e., assign GPU cores to diﬀerent processes) at will and through it enforce
system properties (e.g., responsiveness). The second is the non-preemptible
exceptions on the GPU which means that the instruction that caused the
exception is stalled in the middle of the pipeline, while servicing the exception
has to be ooaded to the CPU. This has become a problem because the
latest generation of GPUs implement on-demand page migration (i.e., page
swapping) between CPU and GPU memories using the page fault mechanism
(a type of exceptions) [175]. Migrating pages is costly and can leave GPU
cores underutilized for signiﬁcant amount of time during which a context
switch of the GPU core cannot be performed.
1.1 Contributions
The objective in this dissertation is to show that, with moderate amount of
added complexity, multiprogramming support can be introduced to current
GPU architectures without harming the performance of single-application
execution.
We argue and provide experimental data to support the claims that pre-
emptive multitasking and preemptible exceptions can be implemented in such
a way that accomplishes the objective. We further study, analyze and eval-
uate the implementation and performance issues that arise when enabling
multiprogramming support in GPUs. Following is the list of contributions in
the ﬁeld of computer architecture made in this dissertation.
1.1.1 Enabling Preemptive Multitasking
In this dissertation we demonstrate that preemptive multitasking is not only
desired but also a feasible approach to multiprogramming on GPUs. We
introduce two preemption mechanisms with diﬀerent eﬀectiveness and dis-
cuss their implementations. One is inspired by the classic operating system
preemption mechanism where the execution on GPU cores is stopped and
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their context is saved to memory, implementing true preemptive multitask-
ing. The other mechanism exploits the semantics of the GPU programming
model and the nature of GPU applications to implement a form of cooperative
multitasking. We study the performance of the two mechanisms in terms of
preemption latency and introduced overheads, as well as how they translate
to ﬁnal system performance. Finally, we show that both mechanisms provide
improvements in multiprogrammed systems, increasing responsiveness and
fairness at the expense of a small loss in throughput.
1.1.2 Design of a GPU Kernel Scheduler
We further propose hardware extensions that remove the constraint of one
process having exclusive access to the GPU and allow the utilization of GPU
cores individually. These extensions enable diﬀerent processes to concur-
rently execute GPU kernels on diﬀerent sets of GPU cores and provide a
framework for implementing kernel schedulers that use the previously in-
troduced preemption mechanisms. Here we also present Dynamic Spatial
Sharing (DSS), a concrete scheduler implementation that dynamically par-
titions the GPU cores and allocates them for diﬀerent processes according
to the priorities assigned by the OS. Finally, we demonstrate the improved
responsiveness and system fairness of DSS over the baseline scheduling policy.
1.1.3 Enabling Preemptible Exceptions
In this dissertation we also propose novel approaches to supporting pre-
emptible exceptions, without resorting to a full-on precise exceptions model.
Avoiding the precise exceptions is necessary in order to keep the high per-
formance and eﬃciency of the GPU core pipeline. Instead, we impose the
minimal amount of execution constraints and track the minimal amount of
additional state so that a well-deﬁned restart point is provided, at which
context switch can be performed. We present three low-overhead design
choices with varying performance-complexity trade-oﬀs. The simplest ap-
proach introduces limitations to the execution model and requires minimal
changes to the GPU pipeline at the cost of decreased performance. The most
comprehensive solution introduces additional hardware structures resulting
in a small increase in the area of the GPU core due to extra storage, but
completely preserves the performance of the baseline GPU pipeline.
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1.1.4 Page Fault Latency Hiding Scheme
We introduce a scheme for hiding the latency of page faults by performing
a context switch on a fault in this dissertation. Servicing a page fault can
take a signiﬁcant amount of time, which in turn leads to severe system un-
derutilization and performance loss. Instead of waiting for the fault to be
resolved, this scheme switches out the faulted threads and frees the resources
that can be used to execute some other useful work in the meantime. We
present scheduler extensions that allow oversubscribing the GPU core with
threads and selecting non-faulted threads for execution, exploiting the na-
ture of GPU applications to improve their performance in the presence of
page faults. Previously introduced preemptible exception support enables
the restartability of the context switched threads, once the fault is resolved.
We demonstrate that this technique can provide performance improvement
for applications that are neither execution nor data transfer bound.
1.1.5 Handling Page Faults on the GPU Cores
This dissertation also proposes handling certain type of GPU-triggered page
faults on the GPU itself, instead of ooading all the handling work to the
CPU as the current GPUs do. This enables another standard feature of
general-purpose systems, the lazy allocation of memory, by locally handling
the page faults caused by writing to pages with no physical memory assigned
(i.e., on-demand allocation of physical memory). The GPU code runs its
own physical memory allocator, which reserves the required memory and
ﬁxes the GPU page table without interrupting the CPU and occupying the
system interconnect. Only page faults that do not need to transfer data from
the CPU (i.e., accesses to the GPU heap and output buﬀers) can be handled
locally. Preemptible exceptions support clears the pipeline of faulted requests
and thus guarantees that the fault handler can be safely executed on the
faulted GPU core. We demonstrate improved performance on kernels with
signiﬁcant number of concurrent faults, which is the case for a considerable
amount of benchmarks.
1.2 Organization
The rest of this dissertation is organized as follows:
Chapter 2: GPU Systems Background introduces all the technical
details of modern GPU systems that are necessary for understanding the
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proposals made in this dissertation. The chapter introduces the baseline
architecture in a top-down fashion, going through the architecture of a GPU-
accelerated system, GPU itself, its execution engine, and ﬁnishing with the
GPU core microarchitecture.
Chapter 3: Multiprogrammed Systems discusses the state of the art
in multiprogramming. It brieﬂy summarizes the mechanisms and policies
used to provide multitasking on CPUs, and gives a detailed review of related
work in GPU multitasking. It further describes some common CPU virtual
memory features and discusses the recent proposals found in the literature,
made to circumvent the lack of these features in GPUs. Finally, it surveys the
exception handling approaches previously proposed in the literature, focus-
ing on both precise exceptions and alternative approaches to implementing
preemptible exceptions.
Chapter 4: Methodology describes the workloads used for the evalua-
tion and provides the basic information on the two simulation methodologies
used to validate and evaluate the proposals in this dissertation.
Chapter 5: Enabling Preemptive Multitasking covers contributions
1 and 2, providing the motivation, detailed architecture of the proposals,
performance evaluation and details of the evaluation methodology.
Chapter 6: Enabling Preemptive Exceptions covers contributions 3,
4, and 5, providing the motivation, detailed architecture of the proposals,
performance evaluation and details of the evaluation methodology.
Chapter 7: Conclusions and Future Work concludes the dissertation.
It reviews the key contributions and insights presented in this dissertation
and presents potential future work and open research lines.
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GPU Systems Background
In this chapter we present the architecture of the baseline system used
throughout this dissertation in a top-down manner. The focus is only on
the details necessary for understanding our proposals.
2.1 GPU Accelerated Systems
Originally, GPUs have started life as system expansion components, resid-
ing on the add-in-boards (here referred to as the discrete GPUs). Increasing
commoditization resulted in inclusion of GPUs into the motherboard chip-set
for desktop and laptop computers (the integrated GPU mode, mostly aban-
doned today). Finally, the raise of graphics requirements in mobile markets
resulted GPUs in becoming part of the system-on-chip (SoC) (referred to as
the fused GPU model). The two common form factors (discrete and fused)
are shown in Figure 2.1.
In the discrete GPU model, a GPU card is connected to a system through
the system expansion bus (e.g., PCI express or NVLink). In its most basic
form, the system has one CPU attached to its own system memory, while
the expansion card has one GPU attached to the graphics memory. Tra-
ditionally, the two memories have been incoherent, and it was the job of
the programmer to keep them coherent by performing explicit data trans-
fers [86, 120]. Conﬁgurations with multiple CPUs and/or GPUs are common
in high performance environments, and further increase the complexity of
the system [27].
Alternatively, the fused GPU model puts the CPU cores and GPU cores
on the same die. Both GPU and CPU in this case use the same physical mem-
ory (system memory). Implementations range from physically partitioned
memory (in which case the explicit data transfers between two partitions are
7
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CPU
System
Memory
GPU
Graphics
Memory
PCIe
System Memory
GPU CoresCPU Cores
NoC
a) b)
Mem. ControlSoC
Figure 2.1: GPU accelerated systems in their basic forms: a) descrete GPU model with
GPU and graphics memory on the expansion card, and b) fused GPU model with CPU
and GPU integrated in the same chip.
still necessary) [22] to the latest designs that keep the CPU and GPU cache
coherent [73]. Despite the improved programmability of the cache coherent
design, the discrete model is likely to stay dominant, especially in the HPC
and data center domains, because of the much higher performance1.
In general case a GPU application consists of (usually in repetitive bursts):
• CPU execution that performs control, preprocessing or I/O operations,
as well as serial portion of the algorithm;
• GPU execution of kernels that performs computationally demanding
tasks (parallel portion of the algorithm); and
• data transfers between CPU and GPU that bring input data to the
GPU memory and return the outputs to the CPU memory.
ﬂoat *x, *y, *dev_x, *dev_y;
... // 2 x malloc + 2 x cudaMalloc
read_from_ﬁle(N, x, y, ...);
cudaMemcpy(dev_x, x, N, cuadMemcpyHostToDevice);
cudaMemcpy(dev_y, y, N, cudaMemcpyHostToDevice);
saxpy<<<GDIM, BDIM>>>(N, 2.0, x, y);
cudaMemcpy(y, dev_y, N, cuadMemcpyDeviceToHost);
write_to_ﬁle(N, y, ...);
... // 2 x free + 2 x cudaFree
I/O
I/O
GPU kernel Data Transfers
Figure 2.2: Simple SAXPY GPU program with explicit data transfers (programmer man-
aged).
An example program performing the SAXPY linear algebra operation on
the GPU is shown in Figure 2.2. It ﬁrst allocates the buﬀers on CPU and
1Discrete GPUs usually have higher core count (they are on a separate chip) and
memory bandwidth (graphics memory uses wider buses and runs at higher frequency than
CPU memory).
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GPU and loads the data from a ﬁle into the CPU buﬀers. Data is then
copied to the GPU memory, before the saxpy kernel is launched to compute
the result. The output is then copied back to the CPU memory, and written
to a ﬁle.
CUDA is a Single Program Multiple Data (SPMD) style programming
model [38] and a kernel launch consists of a number of threads executing the
same code. Threads are grouped into thread blocks that are independent of
each other. Only threads from the same thread block can cooperate using
barrier synchronization and communication through local memory (shared
memory in CUDA terminology).
The GPU device driver (executing in the CPU, as part of the OS) is in
charge of performing the bookkeeping tasks for the GPU (e.g., managing
the GPU memory space). GPU kernel invocations (kernel launch in CUDA
terminology), initiation of data transfers, and GPU memory allocations are
performed in the CPU code (referred to as commands in the rest of this text).
GPU programming models provide software work queues (streams in
CUDA terminology) that allow programmers to specify the dependences
between commands. Commands in diﬀerent streams are considered inde-
pendent and may be executed concurrently by the hardware. Because the
latency of issuing a command to the GPU is signiﬁcant [77], commands are
sent to the GPU as soon as possible. Once commands are issued to the GPU,
the software has no control over them anymore. Each process that uses a
GPU gets its own GPU context, which contains the page table of the GPU
memory and the streams deﬁned by the programmer.
ﬂoat *x, *y;
x = malloc(...); y = malloc(...);
read_from_ﬁle(N, x, y, ...);
saxpy<<<GDIM, BDIM>>>(N, 2.0, x, y);
write_to_ﬁle(N, y, ...);
free(x); free(y);
Single pointer
Automatic Transfers
//ﬂaot *dev_x, *dev_y;
//cudaMalloc(&&dev_x, ...); cudaMalloc(&&dev_y, ...);
//cudaMemcpy(dev_x, x, N, cuadMemcpyHostToDevice);
//cudaMemcpy(dev_y, y, N, cudaMemcpyHostToDevice);
//cudaMemcpy(y, dev_y, N, cuadMemcpyDeviceToHost);
//cudaFree(dev_x); cudaFree(dev_y);
Figure 2.3: Simple SAXPY GPU program with automatic data transfers (demand paging).
The latest generation of NVIDIA GPUs, GP100 Pascal, supports the de-
mand paging between CPU and GPU memories [121, 37]. On demand page
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migration eliminates the need for explicit programmer data transfers, signif-
icantly improving the programmability of the system. Furthermore, it also
allows oversubscription of the GPU memory, increasing the number of appli-
cations that can beneﬁt from GPU acceleration. Figure 2.3 shows the version
of the SAXPY program from Figure 2.2, rewritten to rely on the new demand
paging feature, instead of programmer controlled data transfers. Noticeable
is the lack of double pointers (host and device), associated allocations and
deallocations, as well as data transfer calls.
CPU
0x5000
GPU
ld R3, [0x6000]
1
3
4
2
5
6
VA PAS... ...
0x6000... ...
0x3000
VA PAS... ...
0x4000... ...
Figure 2.4: On demand page migration.
Figure 2.4 illustrates the steps taken by the baseline system while per-
forming demand paging. When the kernel running on the GPU performs an
access to a page owned by the CPU, after walking through the GPU page
table the MMU determines that the page is not present in the GPU memory
(1) and sends an interrupt to the CPU (2). The CPU interrupt handler,
implemented by the GPU OS device driver (3), transfers the contents of the
faulting page from the CPU memory to the GPU memory, updates both CPU
and GPU page tables to reﬂect the new location of the page (4), and noti-
ﬁes the GPU that the page has been successfully migrated (5). The MMU
broadcasts this information to GPU cores, in order to resend the faulted
requests [175]. Note that this only replays the memory request (from the
microarchitectural state) and does not replay the instruction itself. On the
retried page table walk, the MMU ﬁnds a valid translation and sends it back
to the core which now can let the faulting instruction continue execution (6).
Eﬀectively, this scheme treats GPU page faults as very long latency TLB
misses which stall the execution of the instructions causing the page fault.
2.2 GPU Architecture
The base architecture assumed in this paper is depicted in Figure 2.5. The
GPU has an execution engine and a data transfer engine used to copy the
data between CPU memory and GPU memory. Even though it typically has
10
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Interconnect
CMD Dispatcher
Execution
EngineDT Engine
D U
CPU
Memory
CPU
GPU
GPU Memory
Figure 2.5: GPU architecture with its main components: Command (CMD) Dispatcher,
Data Transfer (DT) Engine, and Execution Engine.
multiple cores, the execution engine is treated as one unit for kernel schedul-
ing purposes. The interface to the CPU implements several hardware queues
(i.e., NVIDIA Hyper-Q) used by the CPU to issue GPU commands [117, 23].
The GPU device driver maps streams from the applications on the command
queues. The command dispatcher is in charge of inspecting the top of the
command queues and issuing commands to the corresponding engine. Data
transfer commands are issued to the data transfer engine via DMA queues
while kernel launch commands are issued to the execution engine via the
execution queue. After issuing a command, the dispatcher stops inspect-
ing that queue until the command completes. Commands from diﬀerent
command queues that target diﬀerent engines can be concurrently executed.
Conversely, commands coming from the same command queue are executed
sequentially, following the semantics of the stream abstraction deﬁned by the
programming model. Traditionally, a single command queue was provided,
but newer GPUs use several queues to remove the problem of false depen-
dencies introduced by the design with one command queue [171], and further
increase the opportunities to overlap independent commands.
The GPU also includes a set of global control registers that hold the GPU
context information used by the engines. These control registers hold process-
speciﬁc information, such as the location of the virtual memory structures
(e.g., page table), the GPU kernels registered by the process, or structures
used by the graphics pipeline.
At any given moment, the GPU is executing commands from one context
only2. This constraint, coupled with non-preemptive execution leaves room
2Note that the GPU memory however can hold data from multiple contexts at the same
time.
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Figure 2.6: Execution engine architecture.
for very coarse grained sharing, only. All commands submitted to the GPU
must complete before switching to another context.
2.3 Base GPU Execution Engine
The base GPU execution engine we assume in this paper is shown in Fig-
ure 2.6. It has a number of computation cores (Streaming Multiprocessors,
or SMs, in CUDA terminology) that varies, depending on the deployment
environment, from one (targeting mobile SoCs) to several few dozens (tar-
geting HPC). Each SM has a private L1 cache and L1 TLB, while the L2
cache and TLB are shared between all SMs. A shared ﬁll unit implements
the hardware logic of page table walkers and communication with the CPU
in case of page faults.
The SM driver sits at the front of the execution engine and distributes
the work to the SMs. It receives kernel launch commands via the execution
engine queue, and sets up the Kernel Status Registers (KSR) with the control
information such as number of work units to execute, kernel parameters
(number and stack pointer), etc. The SM driver uses the contents of these
registers, as well as the global GPU control registers, to setup the SMs before
the execution of a kernel starts. The execution queue can contain a number
of independent kernel commands coming from the same context, that are
scheduled for execution in a ﬁrst-come ﬁrst-serve (FCFS) manner.
When a thread block is issued to an SM, it remains resident in that SM
until all of its threads ﬁnish execution. An SM can execute more than one
thread block in an interleaved fashion. Concurrent execution of thread blocks
relies on static hardware partitioning, so the available hardware resources
(e.g., registers and shared memory) are split among all the thread blocks in
the SM. The resource usage of all the thread blocks from a kernel is the
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same and it is known at kernel launch time. The number of thread blocks
that can run concurrently is thus determined by the ﬁrst fully used hardware
resource.
After the setup of the SM is done, the SM driver issues thread blocks to
each SM until they are fully utilized (i.e., run out of hardware resources).
Whenever a SM ﬁnishes executing a thread block, the SM driver gets notiﬁed
and issues a new thread block from the same, active, kernel to that SM. This
policy combined with static partitioning of hardware resources means that
kernels with enough thread blocks will occupy all the available SMs, forcing
the other kernel commands in the execution queue to stall. As a result,
concurrent execution among kernels is possible only if there are free resources
after issuing all the work from previous kernels. This back-to-back execution
happens when a kernel does not have enough thread blocks to occupy all
SMs or the scheduled kernel is ﬁnishing its execution, and SMs are becoming
free again. Today's GPUs, however, do not support concurrent execution of
commands from diﬀerent contexts on the same engine. That is, only kernels
from the same process can be concurrently executed.
2.4 Core Architecture
We illustrate the detailed SM pipeline in Figure 2.7. Each thread block exe-
cuted on the SM is further divided into warps, groups of 32 threads adhering
to the Single Instruction Multiple Threads (SIMT) execution model [102].
Threads in a warp execute in a lock-step, acting as a single thread of the
Single Instruction Multiple Data (SIMD) execution model [52], until threads
take diﬀerent paths on a conditional branch. At that point a compiler con-
trolled [95] mechanism in the form of a stack (usually referred to as the
reconvergence stack [53]) is used to execute both paths of a branch, one after
the other [97, 53]. Our baseline uses the immediate post-dominator basic
block as the reconvergence point [53]. Threads of the same thread block can
be synchronized with each other using barriers. A hardware barrier unit in
each SM keeps track of blocked and active threads of a thread block and
reactivates them all when each one has executed the barrier instruction.
Because the SM is a throughput oriented processor, designers have opted
for multithreaded execution of warps as a mean of hiding the pipeline laten-
cies [146, 170]. Thus each clock cycle, the warp scheduler (WS) picks one
ready warp, for which an instruction line will be fetched from the instruc-
tion cache (IC) in the next cycle and sent to the issue queue. The uniﬁed
issue queue contains instructions from multiple warps and can issue multiple
instructions per cycle, from one or diﬀerent warps. A score-boarding (SB)
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Figure 2.7: SM microarchitecture.
mechanism [157] is at the heart of instruction scheduling, making sure that
dependencies among instructions from the same warp are enforced. The issue
logic (IL) thus implements out-of-order issue for most instruction types, as
long as dependencies are honored. However, unlike typical out of order pro-
cessors, SM does not support speculation nor register renaming. Both control
ﬂow and memory dependence speculation are avoided by brieﬂy disabling the
fetch for a warp upon fetching a control ﬂow or memory instruction. Mem-
ory instructions re-enable the warp at issue time, forcing the in-order issue
with respect to other memory instructions of the same warp. Control ﬂow
instructions re-enable the warp during commit.
Once issued, instructions go through the operand read stage, in which
the register ﬁle is accessed and the data is dispatched to the execution units.
The SM has a very large uniﬁed (integer and ﬂoating point) register ﬁle
that is partitioned among all resident warps. The execution stage consists
of several math units, a branch unit, a special functions unit and diﬀerent
memory pipelines. The shared memory pipeline accesses the on-chip scratch-
pad memory that holds CUDA shared address space objects, which are not
subject to memory translation (each SM is used by only one user process at
a time). The global memory pipeline performs the accesses to the oﬀ-chip
memory that go through the cache hierarchy and memory translation (global
memory can hold allocations from diﬀerent processes at the same time).
Upon completion, each instruction is sent to the commit stage, resulting
in out-of-order commit. Manipulating the score-boards is split between the
operand read stage, in which source operands are released (after reading), and
the commit stage, where the destination operand is released (after writing).
Early score-board release for source operands mitigates the WAR (Write
After Read) hazard in absence of register renaming.
Several features discussed in this dissertation require running system soft-
ware (i.e., trap handling routine and page fault handler) on the GPU. To
prevent the user code from directly modifying system data structures, such
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as the GPU page table and the physical memory allocator, the privileged
execution mode is required. There is no public evidence that GPUs sup-
port privileged execution, but it is easy to see how suﬃcient support for our
use cases is easy to achieve. We can assume two diﬀerent privilege (user
and system) execution levels which ﬁrst requires keeping additional bit per
warp to distinguish the privilege level and using it to detect violations. The
bit is checked in the decode stage to protect the user level code from exe-
cuting privileged instructions. The GPU page table entires also need to be
extended with one bit that distinguishes pages from user and supervisor (i.e.,
system), similar to what modern CPUs do [72]. This bit is then checked dur-
ing memory translation, together with other access violations checks (e.g.,
write protected pages) to protect the system memory.
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Chapter 3
Multiprogrammed Systems
Today most computers, spanning the full spectrum from a portable media
player to the fastest supercomputer in the world, are multiprogrammed, al-
lowing several programs (potentially from diﬀerent users) to run concur-
rently. Essential in enabling the multiprogramming capability is the operat-
ing system, who's role is to provide the management of the machine resources
and isolation of applications running on the machine. The OS achieves this
through the concept of virtualization, creating an illusion that the program
is running on the system alone.
Virtualization of the processor is typically achieved through OS controlled
time-multiplexing of programs on the processor. Periodically, the execution
of a program gets suspended by the timer interrupt and the OS gains control
of the processor. The OS can then choose to run another program for some
time and perform a context switch by saving the context of the preempted
process to memory, and restoring the context of another process. Diﬀerent
processor scheduling techniques have been proposed in eﬀort to improve the
performance on diﬀerent metrics such as system fairness, improved respon-
siveness, or overall system throughput.
Virtualization of the memory is achieved through a set of mechanisms
collectively referred to as virtual memory. Virtual memory provides isolation
between the programs, so that they cannot access each other's data (inten-
tionally or by accident), unless explicitly allowed. Isolation is maintained by
using one virtual address space per process and translating (mapping) mem-
ory accesses from the virtual address space to the actual memory present in
the system (i.e., physical address space). Memory translation also enables
another great feature of the virtual memory, allowing the virtual address
space to be much bigger than the physical memory installed in the system.
If the program uses more memory than available, the OS can transparently
17
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move the data (i.e., demand paging) between the DRAM and slower but
bigger store such as hard drives, using the page fault mechanism to detect
accesses to data residing in the backing store.
Some of the mechanisms used for processor and memory virtualization
are built on the same low-level mechanisms. Timer interrupts and page
faults are both built on top of the exceptions mechanism that is used to
signal events which require special attention. When the exception is raised,
the processor stops executing the current process and invokes the exception
handler implemented in the OS (or at least registered with it). If the cause of
the exception is resolved by the handler (e.g., the exception was not caused
by an illegal memory access), the interrupted process can be restarted.
The reminder of this chapter is a survey of the state of the art in process
scheduling, virtual memory and exceptions handling.
3.1 Process Scheduling
The process scheduler plays a part in sustaining the illusion of each process
having the system to itself. To do that, the scheduler usually needs to balance
few, sometimes contrary requirements. That is, it needs to preserve fairness
between processes while keeping the system responsive (more important in
interactive systems) and not let any process starve. It also needs to make
sure that the machine resources are well used, keeping the system throughput
as high as possible. Since balancing all these metrics is quite hard (or even
impossible) to achieve, schedulers usually focus on few of them, depending
on the environment the system is deployed in.
3.1.1 CPU Scheduling
Some of the classical approaches to process scheduling include the ﬁrst come
ﬁrst serve (FCFS), round robin (RR) [88], and shortest job ﬁrst (SJF) [32]
and its preemptive sibling shortest time to completion ﬁrst (STCF) [33] al-
gorithms. Of these three, perhaps round robin only deserves to be called
a scheduler, as SJF and STCF are mostly impractical (in general case the
length of each job is unknown) and FCFS only performs basic queueing.
Multi-level feedback queues (MLFQ) [35] is a very common scheduling paradigm,
used in Solaris, BSD derivatives, and Windows NT based systems [106, 96,
150, 11]. In essence, the MLFQ schedulers tries to predict the behavior of
processes based on their past (length of the CPU burst) and prioritize the
interactive and I/O bound processes (short CPU burst).
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Another common category are the proportional share (or fair-share) sched-
ulers [79], that aim to guarantee a certain percentage of CPU time to a
process (usually proportional to their priority). Stochastic implementations
such is the lottery scheduler [166] or deterministic such is the borrowed virtual
time scheduler (BVT) [41] have been proposed. Proportional share sched-
ulers are most commonly used for the processors scheduling at the hypervisor
level [30]. In the past few years, Linux has transitioned from the MLFQ-
like O(1) scheduler [20] to the proportional share completely fair scheduler
(CFS) [110, 124].
As the processors became more concurrent and complex, so did the sched-
ulers. Increased levels of concurrency are making current implementations
ineﬀective [89, 103]. Furthermore, contention of shared resources (e.g., caches
and memory controllers) have elevated the problem of performance interfer-
ence [70, 83, 155, 133, 115, 113, 116, 34], which makes the current SMP
schedulers even less eﬀective. Several approaches to improve performance
through OS level scheduling have been proposed for SMT [26, 48], CMT [47],
CMP [49, 177], and NUMA [18].
3.1.2 GPU Scheduling
Improving the multiprogramming (or multitasking, in general) capabilities
of the GPU was one of the early goals set by the research community.
GERM [15] and TimeGraph [77] focus on improving responsiveness of the
graphics applications running on the GPU. Both provide a GPU command
scheduler integrated in the device driver, that chooses the context from which
commands should be submitted to the GPU next. Once the command is sub-
mitted to the GPU, their scheduling cannot be controlled any more. Because
of the high cost of submitting the command to the GPU commands are sub-
mitted in batches, requiring the scheduler to balance the cost of command
submission versus the longer execution of the command batch.
RGEM [76] is a software runtime library targeted at providing respon-
siveness to prioritized CUDA applications by scheduling DMA transfers and
kernel invocations. One of the problems that RGEM tries to solve are the
non-preemptive DMA transfers. Their approach is to implement memory
transfers as a series of smaller transfers and thus create the potential schedul-
ing points, lowering the stall time due to the competing memory transfers.
Gdev [78] is built around these principles, but integrates the runtime
support for GPUs into the OS. Disengaged scheduling proposed in [109]
aims at providing the safe and fair scheduling conducted by the OS, while
minimizing the overhead introduced by crossing the user/kernel boundary
on each command submission. PTask [137] is another approach on making
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the OS GPU aware by using a task-based data ﬂow programming model and
exposing the task graph to the OS kernel.
Li et al. [100] introduced a software virtualization layer that makes all
the participating processes execute kernels in the same GPU context. They
instantiate a proxy process that receives requests from client processes and
executes them on the GPU. This approach, later adopted by NVIDIA's own
Multi-Process Service (MPS) runtime system [118], eliminates the overheads
imposed by the constraint that only one context can be active at a time,
and is especially beneﬁcial for the GPU accelerated MPI applications [118].
Running one MPI rank per core is the common approach in HPC, especially
with legacy applications, and since a typical GPU accelerated node has a ratio
of half a dozen or so CPU cores to each GPU, sharing eliminates the overheads
and improves utilization of the GPU [21, 171]. However, sharing the context
breaks the memory isolation between the participating processes and thus
it is not a general solution. Furthermore, since the GPU execution engine
does not expose its internals to software, none of these systems can control
assignment of SMs to diﬀerent kernels or implement preemptive scheduling
policies.
Several software techniques have been proposed in the past to increase
the concurrency between diﬀerent kernels running in the GPU. Kernel fu-
sion is a technique that statically transforms the code of two kernels into one
that is launched with the appropriate number of thread blocks. Fused kernel
contains an if statement to check which one of the original computations
is to be performed. Because kernels use their thread and block id to ﬁnd
inputs and produce outputs, ids have to be recalculated to accommodate
this scheme. Guevara et al. [58] proposed a runtime system for CUDA which
chooses between running the fused kernel or running the kernels sequentially.
Wang et al. [167] used a similar technique, and observed the improved energy
eﬃciency as a result of the better GPU utilization. Extending this approach,
Gregg et al. [56] implemented an OpenCL kernel that occupies the whole
GPU and dynamically invokes kernels to be executed, acting as a scheduler.
Kernel fusion approaches were the ﬁrst take on improving the concurrency of
the GPU execution engine. As such, their contribution is mostly in demon-
strating the beneﬁts rather than proposing a concrete implementation, since
they are highly impractical.
Alternatively, several software approaches have been proposed to imple-
ment spatial partitioning of the GPU. The common idea is to underutilize
the GPU by one application, and rely on the back-to-back execution so that
concurrent execution could be achieved. Ravi et al. [135] rely on the molding
technique, that is changing the dimensions of grid and thread blocks while
preserving the correctness of the computation (if possible). Molding is not
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a generic technique and can be only applied to a small number of existing
kernels, without developer having to transform the code to comply to re-
quirements. Pai et al. [125] propose a similar technique and associated code
transformation based on iterative wrapping [153] that produces an elastic
kernel. These techniques rely on developer or compiler transformation to
prepare the programs for concurrent execution. Furthermore, the back-to-
back execution, which is the key enabler of these proposals, only works for
kernels from the same context.
Similarly, several software techniques have been proposed to implement
time multiplexing on GPUs. The kernel slicing technique used in [14, 125,
176] transforms the kernel so that the code is oblivious to the kernel launch
parameters (e.g., the number of thread blocks). Such transformed kernel is
then launched multiple times, passing the launch oﬀset so that each slice
performs only a part of the original computation, but all launches together
perform the full computation. Static slice size [125, 14], or the smallest slice
size in case of dynamic slicing schemes [176], are chosen a priori for the spe-
ciﬁc system conﬁguration, by the user. Softshell [151] is a GPU programming
model with multitasking support. It relies on developers explicitly declaring
preemption points (similar to the yield() function in collaborative multitask-
ing) or preempting on the thread block boundary to enable the scheduling
of tasks.
In [3], the authors make a case for spatial sharing of the GPU execution
engine by simulating execution of several kernels from diﬀerent applications
running in parallel. They statically partition SMs among applications, since
the emphasis of their work is on showing the beneﬁts of spatial multitasking,
rather then proposing the mechanisms to implement it. Partitioning is chosen
by the user and is performed at the beginning of the simulation, at the simul-
taneous launch of all benchmark applications, and cannot be changed after
that. Furthermore, compute units are not reassigned to another application
once the application executing on them completely ﬁnishes.
3.2 Virtual Memory
Memory can easily become a scarce resource in multiprogrammed systems
due to the additional pressure from multiple processes. Hence, it is impor-
tant that the OS manages it fairly and prevents starvation of any process.
Similarly, the demand paging can cause performance bottlenecks and the OS
must try to minimize the impact and maintain the high system throughput.
Some of the classic solutions include scheduling other ready processes while
on a page fault, and page prefetching and page stealing optimizations.
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3.2.1 CPU Virtual Memory
Operating systems have advanced the use of virtual memory beyond provid-
ing the basic features of process isolation and memory swapping. Several
techniques that rely on the virtual memory mechanisms have been adopted
to improve performance or programmability of the system. Lazy allocation
of physical memory is a commonly employed technique where no physical
memory is assigned to a page until that page is written to for the ﬁrst time.
Lazy memory allocation thus improves the utilization of physical memory
and avoids performing functions such as physical frame lookups, page ta-
ble updates and page zeroing, unless it is really necessary. Copy-on-write
(COW) is another related optimization, used to optimize the process cloning
(i.e., fork() system call) [20] and IPC [1], among other things. COW defers
copying the shared data, unless one of the copies needs to be changed. Linux
kernel also implements an inverse operation to COW, called kernel same-
page merging (KSM) [9]. The KSM ﬁnds duplicate pages and maps them to
the same physical memory, which proved to be very useful for increasing the
number of guest OS instances in virtualized systems.
Operating systems today expose protection violation handles to user level
applications [50, 8], facilitating further innovative uses of virtual memory
mechanisms. Examples include garbage collection [7], program checkpoint-
ing [99], transaction locking [134], and transactional memory [31].
Another common use of virtual memory mechanisms is providing a shared
memory abstraction on a distributed memory machine. Some Distributed
Shared Memory (DSM) use memory protection hardware to detect accesses
to the shared data. Coherence operations, such are page replication and
invalidation, are then performed to migrate the page to the requesting node
and allow accessing the data locally. Both OS level [51, 39] and user level
library [98, 28, 17, 81] implementations have been proposed in the past.
3.2.2 GPU Virtual Memory
Pichai et al. [128] and Power et al. [129] have recently conducted simulation
studies of GPU MMUs. Typical of modern general purpose processors [72],
they studied TLBs accessed before or in parallel with the L1 cache, and con-
cluded that a certain degree of concurrency in both TLB access and page
table walking needs to be maintained, or the performance will suﬀer due to
large working set and massive concurrency of GPU cores. Vesely et al. [164]
studied the performance of virtual memory on the AMD APU, a fused CPU-
GPU SoC, and proposed directions for further improvements. Among other
things, they observed that faults caused by the GPU have much higher la-
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tency and much lower scalability of handling than faults caused by the CPU.
Saha et al. [140] have proposed a programming model for heterogeneous
x86 based systems which have a host Intel x86 CPU and the accelerator
card carrying the Intel Larrabee x86 based processor. As part of the im-
plementation, they had a software DSM between the host and accelerator
memories, using page faults on both host and accelerator to trigger data
transfers between the two memories. Such implementation is possible, be-
cause Larrabee is eﬀectively x86 CMP with in-order cores derived from Intel
Pentium core [143]. Thus it comes with all the features expected from an
x86 core, including exceptions (page faults) handling.
In order to circumvent the lack of page faulting capabilities on older GPU
architectures Gelado et al. [55] have proposed to implement an asymmetric
DSM (ADSM). It uses only CPU page faulting capabilities to track the state
of shared pages (annotated by the programmer), but had to be conservative
since no page faults could be used to detect data accesses on the GPU. Jablin
et al. [71] extended this work with compiler support, so that regular malloc
function can be used instead of the special allocator for the shared allocations.
Several solutions have been proposed to allow oversubscription of the
GPU memory (i.e., allowing an application to use a data set larger than
the GPU physical memory). Ji et al. [74] have proposed a software scheme
that keeps track of used data via CPU runtime software and a GPU runtime
software that acts as a software translation layer. Lee et al. [94] have proposed
another software solution that uses compiler generated inspector kernel to
extract the working set required for the workload partitions (thread blocks)
and iteratively schedule as much blocks as can ﬁt in the GPU memory, until
all blocks have executed. These techniques that aim at enabling on-demand
page migration and memory oversubscription for the GPU have been out-
dated, since the latest generation of GPUs (i.e., NVIDIA Pascal) supports
them natively.
Shahar et al. [145] argue for page fault handling on GPUs, in order to
enable their paging techniques and demonstrate performance improvement
with applications that oversubscribe the GPU memory. Because of limita-
tions of the current hardware, they had to introduce a software layer that
performs address translation. Additional complexity and runtime cost of the
software address translation can be avoided by introducing the exception
handling mechanism on the GPU.
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3.3 Exception Handling
High performance processor implementations that utilize pipelining or out-
of-order execution (or both, in most cases) need to take special care, in order
to provide the correct exception recovery and handling. The problem arises
because the processor is overlapping execution of multiple instructions (i.e.,
pipelining) or executing instructions out of their program order (i.e., out-of-
order execution). An older instruction in the program order might signal an
exception after a younger instruction has ﬁnished and updated the program
state. Thus, the processor needs to make sure that the execution can be
correctly restarted after the exception cause has been ﬁxed.
Additional complexity is introduced by the fact that all general purpose
processors (following the von Neumann architecture) promise the sequential
instruction execution interface to the programmer. This has the biggest im-
pact on debugging capabilities, since it can make the state of the processor
at the exception point diﬀerent from what programmer expects (sequential
execution in the program order), making it hard to debug. For this rea-
son, modern general purpose CPUs support precise exceptions, which entails
bringing the processor to the precise sate, before the exception is handled.
This state is consistent with the state as if instructions would have been exe-
cuted sequentially in program order, and execution stopped right before the
faulting instruction. This way, it is enough to set the program counter to
that of the faulting instruction and the execution can be restarted correctly.
3.3.1 Precise Exceptions
Early pipelined processors did not fully support precise exceptions. IBM Sys-
tem/360 model 91 [6] had a ﬂoating point unit (scheduled using Tomasulo's
algorithm [158]) that was causing imprecise exceptions. Other high perfor-
mance computers like the CDC 6600 [157] and Cray Research Cray-1 [139]
vector machine implemented out-of-order commit, thus they did not support
precise interrupts, and virtual memory for that matter.
In their seminal paper Smith and Pleszkun [147] discussed three mech-
anisms to recover from an exception in a precise manner: reorder buﬀer,
history ﬁle, and future ﬁle. Another classical mechanism, the checkpoint-
repair, was proposed by Hwu and Patt [68]. Sohi [149] and Moudgill et
al. [112] discuss the use of the uniﬁed register ﬁle that holds architectural
and speculative state. All of these proposals are focused on supporting ex-
ception recovery to precise architectural state by signiﬁcantly increasing the
storage to include architectural and speculative state (eﬀectively register re-
naming). They can also be used as a missprediction recovery mechanism,
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which is crucial because most of the modern general-purpose processors (the
high performance ones, at least) employ speculation and dynamic instruc-
tion scheduling (and already doing renaming to improve performance). As
a result, some variation of these mechanisms is usually used in commercial
high performance processors [174, 82, 65, 156]
Implementing exceptions in vector processors has proven to be a challeng-
ing task, also. For that reason, many vector machines omitted the support
for virtual memory [139, 162, 87]. IBM System/370 allowed only one vector
instruction to be in-ﬂight [25], which simpliﬁes the support for exceptions,
but limits the performance. Several vector processors / extensions have been
proposed in academia which support precise [43] (using the reorder buﬀer
approach) or restartable exceptions [90] (using the history ﬁle approach).
Tarantula was a vector extension for the canceled Alpha EV8 processor [42].
It also supported precise exceptions, piggybacking on the host EV8 renaming
capabilities.
There have been several proposals for exception handling in multi threaded
processors [80, 178], that stall the faulting thread, while handling the excep-
tion in another execution thread. The goal of this approach is to start execut-
ing the handler code as soon as possible by avoiding the instruction ﬂushing,
state repairing and context switching latencies. These approaches still need
the hardware support for precise exceptions to allow process restart, in case
that the handler decides that context switch is needed, after all.
Implementing precise exceptions on the GPU through these classical meth-
ods is not deemed very practical [108]. Because of their throughput ori-
ented nature, GPUs use very large register ﬁles already, and increasing this
state signiﬁcantly is not feasible. Furthermore, such increased complexity
is justiﬁed in latency oriented machines (i.e., general-purpose processors)
because it enables speculative execution. With GPUs relying on massive
multi-threading for latency hiding, it is expected that additional performance
achieved through speculation would not justify the high complexity.
3.3.2 Other Exception Handling Approaches
As a way of handling exceptions in exposed pipeline processors, Rudd [138]
proposed redirecting the output of the pipelines into a replay buﬀer instead
of feeding them to the write-back stage. After the exception is resolved, the
replay is performed by draining the replay buﬀer (which now acts as the ex-
ecute stage) to the write-back stage. Sentinel scheduling [104] is a compiler
technique for detecting exceptions of speculatively scheduled instructions in
VLIW processors. It is focused on correct signaling only, i.e., not restarting
the process after the exception is handled. To tackle the restartability issue,
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Bringmann et al. [24] has proposed the write-back suppression scheme as a
method of recovery for speculatively scheduled instructions in VLIW proces-
sors. Both replay queue and write-back suppression schemes perform result
buﬀering akin to that of the reorder buﬀer from [147].
Snapshotting the microarchitectural state of the machine, saving, and
restoring it during the context switch is one of the ways to implement restartable
exceptions. Reportedly, the CDC CYBER 200 designers chose this path, with
the invisible exchange package [147], while the DEC VAX designers took a
similar approach for the vector unit [60]. In case of GPUs this would entail
directly manipulating the state of the warp scheduler, score-boards, SIMT
divergence hardware, load/store unit that holds dozens of coalesced memory
requests, etc. Besides the increased context, another drawback is that most
of these units would need to be extended to support such state read/write
operations. Torng et al. [159] proposed a scheme that does a snapshot of
the issue queue and treats it as a part of the context. Their solution was
developed for a single threaded processor, and as such, it is not suitable for
our baseline multithreaded SM.
Hampton and Asanovic have proposed the software restart markers [60] as
a way to support virtual memory in vector processors without implementing
precise exceptions. Their architecture executes idempotent regions of the
program (regions that can be executed multiple times with the same result)
constructed by the compiler. Execution of the regions does not overlap, so in
case of an exception, all the instructions can be squashed, and replayed later,
from the start of the region. Kruijf et al. [40] proposed using idempotent
region execution to provide speculation recovery and precise interrupts for
scalar processors, while Menon et al. [108] applied idempotent processing
to GPUs. Idempotent processing approach on GPUs introduces runtime
overheads due to the additional instructions (generated by the compiler)
that perform register spills that perform state preservation [108].
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Methodology
In this chapter we present the experimental methodology used in the disser-
tation. First, we describe our workloads and provide the reasoning behind
our choice of benchmarks. We then describe the simulation infrastructure
developed for the evaluation of our proposals.
4.1 Benchmarks
To evaluate most of our proposals we use the CUDA implementation of Par-
boil benchmarks [154] developed by the IMPACT research group at Univer-
sity of Illinois at Urbana Champaign. Table 4.1 lists all Parboil benchmarks.
The Parboil suite is chosen over other benchmark options for several reasons.
First, we ﬁnd that this suite covers more diverse computational patterns and
has more heterogeneous behavior compared to other GPGPU benchmark
suites. Furthermore, Parboil is now being standardized as part of the SPEC
ACCEL benchmark [36]. Finally, our group teaches CUDA programming
using those benchmarks, and thus we have a fairly good understanding of
their behavior.
None of the standard CUDA benchmarks, including Parboil benchmarks,
perform dynamic memory allocations from the kernel (i.e., device side mal-
loc). In order to evaluate our proposals on local GPU page fault handling,
we use the benchmarks distributed with Halloc CUDA dynamic memory
allocator [2]. Table 4.2 lists halloc benchmarks.
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Mnemonic Benchmark
sgemm Single precission dense matrix multiplication
cutcp Coulombic potential calculation
histo Histogram
sad Sum of absolute diﬀerences
tpacf Two-point angular correlation function
bfs Breadth ﬁrst graph search
mri-griddin MRI cartesian gridding
stencil 3D stencil code
spmv Sparse matrix vector multiplication
lbm Lattice-Boltzman method simulation
mri-q MRI non-cartesian Q matrix calculation
Table 4.1: Parboil benchmarks used for the evaluation.
Mnemonic Benchmark
add-strings Performs string concatenation
random-graph Constructs a random graph
grid-points Inserts points into a grid
Table 4.2: Halloc benchmarks used for the evaluation.
4.2 Simulators
For the purpose of this thesis, we have developed two simulators with dif-
ferent levels of abstractions, each one geared towards the task at hand. We
evaluate our multitasking proposals using a higher level system simulator
that simulates full execution of multiple CUDA applications. Our propos-
als on exception handling are evaluated using a detailed microarchitectural
simulator that simulates the execution of only one CUDA kernel.
4.2.1 Full System
The full system simulator used in this dissertation is a trace-driven simulator
based on the methodology of [44]. It models a multi-core CPU connected to a
discrete GPU through a PCIe bus. The simulator performs a coarse-grained
modeling of the CPU and ﬁne grained modeling of the GPU, tracing the
execution of our benchmarks on the real machine. We perform parametrized
simulation of the PCIe bus.
Figure 4.1 shows the work workﬂow with our system simulator. Bench-
marks are compiled with NVIDIA nvcc compiler, and run two times on a
real machine, to gather CPU and GPU traces. All the benchmark applica-
tions are traced from the ﬁrst CUDA call to the last CUDA call, capturing
all the memory transfer, kernel execution and CPU execution phases. CPU
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Figure 4.1: Full system simulation workﬂow.
traces consist of a starting and ending timestamp for each API call to CUDA
runtime library, obtained using interposed libcudart. GPU traces consist of
warp start and ﬁnish timestamps, obtained using hand instrumented kernels
to gather the timing. Workload generator creates multiprogrammed work-
loads by randomly picking benchmarks that will be run at the same time.
4.2.2 Microarchitectural
The microarchitectural simulator used in this dissertation is a trace-driven
cycle-level timing simulator. It consumes dynamic instruction and memory
traces generated by an execution-driven functional simulator that emulates
and traces all kernel invocations of a benchmark. The simulator models
detailed SMs (except for the ideal instruction cache), cache hierarchy and
MMU (TLBs and ﬁll unit) attached to a constant latency and bandwidth
DRAM model. We do not simulate texture caches and constant caches, thus
benchmarks that use texture or constant memory spaces are modiﬁed to
use global memory instead. The simulator uses an ISA designed to mimic
modern GPU ISAs with all the distinguishing features such as a large uniﬁed
register ﬁle, explicit management of the divergence stack, fused-multiply-add
instruction, approximate complex math instructions, etc.
Source code
Functional
Simulator
bb.dict
mem.trace
Traces
nvcc Kernel IR feynmancc bb.trace
CPU binary
Timing
Simulator
GPU binary
Figure 4.2: Microarchitectural simulation workﬂow.
Figure 4.2 shows the work workﬂow with our microarchitectural simula-
tor. Benchmarks are compiled from their CUDA sources using NVIDIA nvcc
compiler to generate the LLVM intermediate representation (IR) assembly
for all the kernels. The kernel IR is then compiled to the target ISA by our
compiler back-end (feynmancc), built on LLVM [93], and assembled before
the functional simulation. The functional simulator emulates the kernel exe-
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cution and generates the basic block dictionary (list of instructions for each
basic block in the kernel code) and basic block1 of and memory traces for
each thread.
1Using the basic block dictionary with basic block traces is equivalent to using instruc-
tion traces, but also achieves the compression eﬀect.
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Enabling Preemptive
Multitasking
As we have previously discussed in Section 2, GPUs have been designed to
maximize the performance of a single application, sacriﬁcing the multitasking
capabilities. Issues when sharing a GPU, such as priority inversion and no
fairness, have already been noticed by operating systems [137, 77, 78, 125] and
real-time [76, 14] research communities. Moreover, with the integration of
programmable GPUs into mobile SoCs [141, 10] and consumer CPUs [5, 69],
as well as increased deployment in the cloud and datacenter [63, 62], the
demand for GPU sharing is likely to increase. In this chapter we argue that
support for ﬁne-grained sharing of GPUs must be implemented and provide
our proposals on how to do so.
To enable true sharing, GPUs need a hardware mechanism that can pre-
empt the execution of GPU kernels, rather than waiting for the program
to release the GPU. Such mechanism would enable system-level schedul-
ing policies that can control the execution resources, in a similar way the
multitasking operating systems do with the CPUs today. The assumed rea-
son [3, 125] for the lack of a preemption mechanism in GPUs is the expected
high overhead of saving and restoring the context of SMs (up to 256KB of
register ﬁle and 48KB of on-chip scratch-pad memory per SM), which can
take up to 44µs in GK110, assuming the peak memory bandwidth. Com-
pared to the context switch time of less than 1µs on modern CPUs, this
might seem to be a prohibitively high overhead.
In this chapter we demonstrate that preemptive multitasking is a feasible
approach to multiprogramming on GPUs. We design two preemption mech-
anisms with diﬀerent eﬀectiveness and implementation costs. One is similar
to the mechanism in classic operating systems where the execution on SMs is
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stopped, and their context is saved to the oﬀ-chip memory by a trap handling
routine. The other mechanism exploits the semantics of the GPU program-
ming model and the nature of GPU applications to implement preemption
by stopping the issue of new work to preempted SMs, and draining them
from currently running work. We show that both mechanisms can be used to
provide improvements in system responsiveness and fairness at the expense
of a small loss in throughput.
GPU sharing can be done at three diﬀerent levels:
1. Time multiplexing the whole GPU, with all SMs belonging to one pro-
cess.
2. Spatially sharing the GPU with an SM granularity.
3. Sharing the SM among multiple processes in the SMT fashion.
We argue that the spatial sharing is a natural choice for GPUs due to its
simplicity and eﬀectiveness. Our baseline GPU has private virtually tagged
L1 and shared physically tagged L2 caches, as well as a large enough number
of SMs, which makes the sharing with the SM granularity a good choice.
Since the baseline GPU constraint of exclusive access to the execution engine
prevents the spatial sharing out of the box, we propose further hardware
extensions that allow the utilization of SMs, individually. These extensions
enable diﬀerent processes to concurrently execute GPU kernels on diﬀerent
sets of SMs.
Spatial sharing requires only slightly more complex logic than the time
multiplexing of the whole GPU, yet provides beneﬁts such is a decreased
number of context switches, as well as a smaller context to save and re-
store on each switch. Even though sharing the SM in the SMT fashion [66,
144, 173, 161] could have a positive impact on the system throughput, it
requires changes to the SM scheduling logic and ﬁrst level of memory hierar-
chy. Furthermore, due to the dynamic partitioning of register ﬁle and shared
memory, resource fragmentation could become a problem, leading to lower
SM utilization. We thus leave the SM sharing for the future work.
With the preemption mechanisms in place and the sharing level chosen, a
scheduler is required to complete the multitasking picture. As with the shar-
ing, scheduling decisions can be done at multiple levels. Scheduling can be
done in software, running on the CPU or GPU (e.g., adding general-purpose
core designated to running operating system tasks). Alternatively, schedulers
can be implemented in hardware as part of the existing SM scheduling logic
(i.e., SM driver). In this chapter we present Dynamic Spatial Sharing (DSS),
a hardware scheduling policy that dynamically partitions the resources (SMs)
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Figure 5.1: Execution of soft real-time application with (a) FCFS (current GPUs), (b) non-
preemptive priority and (c) preemptive priority schedulers. K1 and K2 are low-priority
kernels, while K3 is high-priority.
and assigns them to diﬀerent processes. We opted for the hardware approach
because of the signiﬁcantly lower latency of the scheduler, which should sim-
plify the scheduling decisions. Still, to make it ﬂexible, we expose it to the
SW, allowing the OS to inﬂuence the GPU scheduling by assigning priorities
to processes.
5.1 Motivation
Let us consider an example that illustrates how scheduling support in current
GPUs is not suﬃcient. Figure 5.1 shows a soft real-time (i.e., interactive)
application competing for resources with some other applications. The exe-
cution on a modern GPU is shown in Figure 5.1a, where the kernel with a
deadline (K3) does not get scheduled until all previously issued kernels (K1
and K2) have ﬁnished executing. A software implementation [76] or a mod-
iﬁcation to GPU command scheduler could allow priorities to be assigned to
processes, resulting in the timeline shown in Figure 5.1b.
A common characteristic of the previous approaches is that the execution
latency of K3 depends on the execution time of previously launched kernels
from other processes. This is an undesirable behavior from both system's
and user's perspective, and limits the eﬀectiveness of the GPU scheduler. To
decouple the scheduling from the latency of a kernel running on the GPU, we
need a preemption mechanism. Figure 5.1c illustrates how the latency of the
kernel K3 could decrease even further if kernel K1 can be preempted. Allow-
ing GPUs to be used for latency sensitive applications is the ﬁrst motivation
of this work.
Preemptive execution on GPUs is not only useful to speed up high-pri-
ority tasks, it is also required to guarantee forward progress of applications
in multiprogrammed environments. The persistent threads pattern of GPU
computing, for instance, uses kernels that occupy the GPU and actively wait
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for work to be submitted from the CPU [4, 59]. Preventing starvation when
this kind of applications run in the multiprogrammed system is the second
motivation of this work.
There is a widespread assumption that preemption in GPUs is not cost-
eﬀective due to the large cost of context switching [3, 125]. Even though it
is clear that in some cases it is necessary [92], it is not clear if beneﬁts can
justify the disadvantages when preemption is used by ﬁne-grained schedulers.
Comparing beneﬁts and drawbacks of the context saving and restoring ap-
proach to preemption with an alternative approach where no context is saved
or restored on preemption points is the third motivation of this work.
5.2 Architecture
Following the standard practice of systems design, we separate mechanisms
from policies that use them. We provide two generic preemption mechanisms
and a policy that is completely oblivious to the preemption mechanism used.
To simplify the implementation of policies, we further abstract the common
hardware in a scheduling framework.
5.2.1 Concurrent Execution of Processes
To support multiprogramming, the memory hierarchy, the execution engine
and the SMs all have to be aware of multiple active contexts. The memory
hierarchy of the GPU needs to support concurrent accesses from diﬀerent pro-
cesses, using diﬀerent address spaces. Modern GPUs implement two types of
memory hierarchy [128]. In one, the shared levels of the memory hierarchy
are accessed using virtual addresses and the address translation is performed
in the memory controller. The cache lines and memory segments of such
hierarchy have to be tagged with an address space identiﬁer. The other
implementation uses address translation at the private levels of the memory
hierarchy, and physical memory addresses to access shared levels of the mem-
ory hierarchy. The mechanisms that we describe here are compatible with
both approaches. We assume that latter approach is implemented, hence no
modiﬁcations are required to the memory subsystem.
If only one GPU context executes kernels, SMs can easily get the context
information from the global GPU control structures. We extend the execu-
tion engine to include a context table with information of all active contexts.
The context information is sent to the SM during the setup, before it starts
receiving thread blocks to execute. The SM is extended with a GPU context
id register, a base page table register and other context speciﬁc information.
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The base page table register is used on a TLB miss to walk the per-process
page table stored in the main memory of the GPU. This is in contrast to the
base GPU architecture where the same page table was used by all SMs, since
they execute kernels from the same context. Similarly, the GPU context id
register is used when accessing the objects associated with the GPU context
(e.g., kernels) from an SM. We extend the context of the SM, rather than
reading this information from the context table that would otherwise require
many read ports to allow concurrent accesses from SMs.
5.2.2 Preemptive Kernel Execution
The scheduling policy is always in charge of ﬁguring out which kernel should
be scheduled to run, as well as when and where (i.e., on which of the SMs).
If there are no idle SMs in the system, it can use a preemption mechanism
to free up some SMs. To provide a generic preemption support to diﬀerent
policies, we need to be able to preempt the execution on each SM individually.
We provide this support by extending the SM driver. Figure 5.2 shows the
operation of the SM driver, with dashed objects showing our extensions.
When there are kernels to execute, the SM driver looks for an idle SM,
performs the setup, and starts issuing thread blocks until the SM is fully
occupied. The SM driver then repeats the procedure until there are no more
idle SMs. When there are thread blocks left, the baseline SM driver issues
a new thread block every time an SM notiﬁes the driver that it ﬁnished
executing a thread block.
We extend this operation and allow the scheduling policy to preempt the
execution on an SM (independent of which preemption mechanism is used)
by labeling it as reserved. After receiving a notiﬁcation of ﬁnished thread
block from the SM, the SM driver checks if the SM is reserved. If not, it
proceeds with the normal operation (issuing new thread blocks). If reserved,
the driver waits for preemption to be done, sets up the SM for the kernel
that reserved it, and continues with the normal operation. In Section 5.2.3
we describe the hardware extensions used by the SM driver to perform the
bookkeeping of SMs and active kernels.
The ﬁrst preemption mechanism that we implement, context switch, fol-
lows the basic principle of preemption used by operating system schedulers.
The execution contexts of all the thread blocks running in the preempted
SM are saved to oﬀ-chip memory, and these thread blocks are issued again,
later on. Each active kernel has a preallocated memory where the context
of its preempted thread blocks are kept. When a preempted thread block is
issued, its execution context is ﬁrst restored so the computation can continue
correctly. This context consists of the architectural registers used by each
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SM Reserved
Last TB? Last TB?
Get an idle SM
Setup the SM and 
issue initial thread blocks
Wait for an SM to ﬁnish
executing a thread block
Work
Yes
No
Yes
No
Yes
Yes
No
Free SMs left?Yes
No
Issue the next TB (if any)
No
Figure 5.2: Operation of the SM driver. Dashed objects are proposed extensions.
thread of the thread block, the private partition of the shared memory, and
other state that deﬁnes the execution of the thread block (e.g., the pointer to
the reconvergence stack and state of the barrier unit). Saving and restoring
the context is performed by a software trap handler. Each thread saves all of
its registers, while the shared memory of the thread block is collaboratively
saved by its threads. This operation is very similar to the context save and
restore performed on device-side kernel launch when using the dynamic par-
allelism feature of GK110 [119]. Since preemption is an asynchronous event,
the problem of imprecise exceptions needs to be dealt with [147]. However,
unlike page faults or similar instruction generated exceptions, handling of
the preemption signal can be deferred to a more convenient time. Thus we
opt for the simplest solution of draining the pipeline from all the in-ﬂight
instructions, before jumping to the trap routine1. The main drawback of the
context switch mechanism is that during the context save and restore, thread
1This work was done before the GPU on-demand paging was implemented by the GPU
vendors, and thus does not take it into account. The pipeline draining approach, even
though correct, is ineﬃcient when there are in-ﬂight page faults caused by the preempted
SM. We discuss our solutions to the problem of context switching an SM under faults in
Section 6.
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blocks do not progress with useful work, leading to a complete underutiliza-
tion of the SM. This underutilization could be improved by using context
minimization techniques, such as iGPU [108].
The second mechanism that we implement, SM draining, tries to avoid
this underutilization by preempting the execution of the kernel on a thread
block boundary (i.e., when a thread block ﬁnishes execution). Since thread
blocks are independent and each one has its own state, no context has to
be saved nor restored this way. This mechanism deals with the concurrent
execution of thread blocks in an SM by draining the whole SM when the
preemption happens. To perform the preemption by draining, the SM driver
stops issuing any new thread blocks to the given SM. When all the thread
blocks issued to that SM ﬁnish naturally, the execution on that SM is pre-
empted.
The context switch mechanism has a relatively predictable latency that
mainly depends on the amount of data that has to be moved from the SM
(register ﬁle and shared memory) to the oﬀ-chip memory. The draining mech-
anism, on the other hand, tries to trade the predictable latency for higher
utilization of the SM. Its latency depends on the execution time of currently
running thread blocks, but SMs still get to do some useful work while drain-
ing. The draining mechanism naturally ﬁts the current GPU architectures as
it only requires small modiﬁcations to the SM driver. The biggest drawback
is its inability to eﬀectively preempt the execution of applications with very
long running thread blocks or even preempt the execution of malicious or
persistent kernels at all.
5.2.3 Scheduling Framework
We extract a generic set of functionalities into a scheduling framework that
can be used to implement diﬀerent scheduling policies. The framework pro-
vides the means to track the state of kernels and SMs and to allow the
scheduling policy to trigger the preemption of any SM. The scheduling pol-
icy logic plugs into the framework and implements the logic of the concrete
scheduling algorithm. Both the scheduling framework and scheduling poli-
cies are implemented in hardware to avoid the long latency of issuing com-
mands to the GPU [77]. Both the context switch and draining preemption
mechanisms are supported by our framework. Scheduling policies perform-
ing prioritization, time multiplexing, spatial sharing or some combination of
these can be implemented on top of it. The OS can tweak the priorities on
the ﬂight, but is not on the critical path of the scheduling process. Thus, we
do not introduce any additional OS noise.
Figure 5.3 shows the components of the scheduling framework. An exam-
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Figure 5.3: Scheduling framework. The rest of the execution engine (SM Driver and SMs)
is shaded.
ple of interaction between the scheduling policy and the framework is given
in Section 5.2.4. Command Buﬀers receive the commands from the com-
mand dispatcher and separate the execution commands from diﬀerent con-
texts. Each command buﬀer can store one command. The Active Queue
stores the identiﬁers of the active (running or preempted) kernels. When
there are free entries in the active queue, the scheduling policy can read a
command (kernel launch) from one of the command buﬀers and allocate an
entry in the Kernel Status Register Table (KSRT). KSRT is used to
track active kernels and each valid entry is a KSR of one active kernel, aug-
mented with the identiﬁer of its GPU context. The active queue is used by
the policy to search for scheduling candidates by indexing the KSRT. The
SM Status Table (SMST) is used to track the SMs. Each entry in the
SMST contains the KSR index of the kernel being executed, the state of the
SM (Idle, running or reserved), the number of running thread blocks, and
the KSR index of the next kernel (when in reserved state). The SMST is
accessed by the SM driver when issuing a thread block to ﬁnd the KSR and
the state of the SM. When setting up the SM that was reserved, the SM
driver uses the next ﬁeld of the SMST to ﬁnd the kernel that the SM was
reserved for.
The Preempted Thread Block Queues (PTBQ) are used to store
the handlers of preempted thread blocks. Each queue is associated with one
KSR and its entries contain the id and stack pointer of a preempted thread
block. Each time the driver is about to issue a new thread block from a
kernel, it checks if there are any previously preempted thread blocks from
that kernel. If there are, the thread block from the top of the associated
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PTBQ will be issued. Otherwise, the next thread block will be issued. We
choose to issue preempted thread blocks ﬁrst in order to keep their number
limited, thus allowing their handlers to be stored on-chip, for quick access.
Still, we allow all active thread blocks of a kernel to be preempted, not to
limit the type of sharing that the scheduling policy can implement. Notice
that the draining mechanism does not need PTBQs, as thread blocks run to
completion.
In our implementation we limit the number of active kernels to the number
of SMs, to allow spatial partitioning granularity of one kernel per SM. This
also allows us to keep the PTBQs on chip, for fast access. Thus SMST, KSRT
and the active queue all have NSMs (the number of SMs) entries. There is
also NSMs PTBQs, each one with NSMs ∗ Tmax entries, where Tmax is the
maximum number of active thread blocks in an SM. This number of active
kernels is also adequate for time multiplexing in large GPUs, but it could be
changed (e.g., to allow time multiplexing in mobile GPUs with one SM), since
the mechanisms and the policy described in Section 5.2.4 can also support
diﬀerent ratios of active kernels to SMs. Fixing the number of active kernels
means that when active queue is full, new kernels submitted to the GPU will
not be considered for scheduling until one of the active kernels ﬁnishes.
Hardware overheads of the framework are minor for our baseline archi-
tecture with 13 SMs. Command buﬀers, KSRT, SMST, and active queue
together take less than 0.5KB of on-chip SRAM. PTBQs take 21KB of on-
chip SRAM (for the whole GPU) and are present only if the context switch
mechanism is implemented.
5.2.4 Dynamic Spatial Sharing Policy
Here we present the Dynamic Spatial Sharing (DSS) policy that is designed
to perform dynamic spatial partitioning of the execution engine by assigning
disjoint sets of SMs to diﬀerent kernels. The DSS policy is based on the
concept of tokens that represent the ownership of the resource (SM in this
case). It allows the OS, runtime system or a user to assign a number of
tokens to each kernel that represents their SM budget. One token is taken
from the kernel (by decrementing its token count) when an SM is assigned
to it. When an SM gets released by the kernel, due to the preemption or
the kernel ﬁnishing execution, the token is returned to it. To prevent the
underutilization of resources that would happen when there are more SMs
than tokens are assigned, kernels are allowed to occupy more SMs, by going
to debt (have a negative token count). The DSS policy is formally given in
Algorithm 1.
The scheduling algorithm can be invoked by a periodic timer or by some
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Algorithm 1 Partitioning Algorithm
function partitioning_procedure
repeat
idle_sm← find_idle(SMSR.state)
ksr_max← max(KSR.count)
ksr_min← min(KSR.count)
if KSR[ksr_max] = KSR[ksr_min] then
return
end if
if idle_sm then
SMSR[idle_sm].state← running
KSR[ksr_max].count← KSR[ksr_max].count− 1
else
SMSR[ksr_min].state← reserved
SMSR[ksr_min].next← ksr_max
KSR[ksr_min].count← KSR[ksr_min].count+ 1
KSR[ksr_max].count← KSR[ksr_max].count− 1
end if
until KSR[ksr_max].count ≤ KSR[ksr_min].count+ 1
end function
events occurring in the system. We choose to execute the algorithm only on
the following two events: (1) a kernel is inserted in the active queue (increase
in the number of active kernels), and (2) an SM becomes idle (increase in
number of idle SMs). The logic that implements the policy ﬁnds the kernel
with the highest token count (that has thread blocks to issue), the kernel with
the lowest token count, and checks if there are any Idle SMs in the system.
If these two kernels have the same number of tokens, no repartitioning is
performed. If there are idle SMs, the token count is decremented, and the
kernel is scheduled to execute on that SM. Otherwise, the policy ﬁnds the
running kernel with the lowest current token count and switches the state
of one of its assigned SMs from running to reserved, triggering the kernel
preemption on that SM. It also increments the token count of the preempted
kernel and decrements the token count of the newly assigned kernel. This
procedure is repeated until the diﬀerence between the current token counts
of all the active kernels is no bigger than one (to prevent a livelock) at which
point the system gets into the steady state.
Compared to the CPUs, preempting the execution on the GPU can take a
relatively large amount of time (with both mechanisms), yet the duration of
a computation can be fairly short. In order to cope with the dynamic nature
of the system and long latency operations, we allow the scheduler to change
the decision of the next kernel (the kernel for which an SM is reserved) during
the preemption of that SM.
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CPU GPU
Clock: 2.8 GHz Clock: 706 MHz
Cores: 4 SMs: 13
Threading: 2-way Memory Bandwidth: 208 GB/s
PCIe Bus Registers (per SM): 65536
Clock: 500 MHz Thread Blocks (per SM): 16
Lanes: 32 Threads (per SM): 2048
Burst: 4 KB Shared memory (per SM): 16KB∗/ 32KB / 48KB
Table 5.1: Simulation parameters used in the experimental evaluation in Section 5.3.
∗Default conﬁguration of the shared memory.
The policy uses the contents of the SMST, KSRT and the active queue
to partition the available SMs among the running kernels. Searching for the
kernels with the biggest and smallest amount of tokens and searching for
the idle SM can all happen in parallel. Since the operation is not on the
critical path, we perform the search serially, by one counter going through
the SMST and KRST. This operation takes as many cycles as SMs (13 in
our conﬁguration). Because of the simplicity of our DSS scheduler, we expect
the area and energy overhead of the implementation to be negligible.
5.3 Evaluation
5.3.1 Methodology
We evaluate our proposals presented in this chapter using the full system
simulator described in Section 4.2.1. The simulator parameters, based on an
early version of Kepler GPU with 13 SMs (K20c) and Intel Core i7 930 CPU
that were used to obtain traces, are provided in Table 5.12. We assume the
FCFS scheduling inside the data transfer engine, unless otherwise noted.
We use ten, out of eleven, benchmarks from the Parboil benchmark
suite [152] in our evaluation. We do not use the BFS benchmark in our
evaluation since it uses the global synchronization that our trace-driven in-
frastructure cannot model accurately. All the kernels are compiled for the
NVIDIA compute architecture 3.5 (native for the Kepler GK110 chips) using
the NVCC version 5.0 and GCC 4.6.3 for the host code.
We create multiprogrammed workloads by co-scheduling several bench-
mark applications chosen randomly. We run all benchmarks in the workload,
replaying them once they complete until all benchmarks have been executed
2If the default conﬁguration does not allow the kernel to be launched because it needs
more shared memory, the SM will be conﬁgured for the ﬁrst bigger conﬁguration that
satisﬁes the shared memory requirement.
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at least 3 times. We are using multiprogrammed workloads with 2, 4, 6, and
8 processes. Replaying shorter benchmarks provides even workload for the
longer benchmarks. Replaying even the longest benchmarks provides diﬀer-
ent workload interleavings. Running the whole applications provides more
realistic execution workloads, as opposed to running kernels only. Statistics
are gathered only for the completed executions and then averaged. This
methodology is based on [160] and [163]. We choose the input sets of the
benchmarks (shown in square brackets in Table 5.2) in a way that minimizes
the extreme diﬀerences in the execution times of the benchmarks and thus
cut back on our simulation time. Still, there is plenty of variability between
benchmarks.
All the metrics used for evaluation in this chapter are calculated as sug-
gested by Eyerman et al. [45]. Metrics are calculated based on the per-
formance (execution time) of applications run in isolation and run in the
multiprogrammed workload.
• Normalized Turnaround Time (NTT) is the measure of application
slowdown when executed as part of the multiprogrammed workload,
compared to the isolated execution.
• Average Normalized Turnaround Time (ANTT) is calculated as the
arithmetic average of turnaround times of all applications in a work-
load, normalized to their isolated execution.
• System Throughput (STP) is the measure of system's overall perfor-
mance and expresses the amount of work done in a unit of time.
• Fairness is the measure (number between one and zero) of equal progress
of applications in a multiprogrammed workload, relative to their iso-
lated execution, and it ranges between perfect fairness (all the processes
experience equal slowdown over isolated execution) and no fairness at
all (some processes completely starve).
Table 5.2 shows the characteristics of the benchmark applications. For
each kernel we show the number of launches, the execution time of the kernel,
the number of thread blocks, the average execution time of the thread blocks,
the shared memory usage of each thread block, the number of registers used
by each thread block, the maximal number of concurrent thread blocks in an
SM, the amount of on-chip SRAM (shared memory and register ﬁle) resource
utilization of an SM, and the projected context save time when preempting
an SM (assuming only its share of global memory bandwidth).
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Benchmark
Kernel
Num. of Avg. Time Num. Time/TB Sh. M. # Regs TBs Resour. Save
Class 1 Class 2
& Dataset Launches (µs) TBs (µs) /TB (B) /TB /SM /SM (%) Time (µs)
lbm [short] StreamCollide 100 2905.81 18000 2.42 0 4320 15 83.26 16.20 MEDIUM LONG
histo [default] ﬁnal 20 70.24 42 5.02 0 19456 3 75.00 14.59 SHORT MEDIUM
prescan 20 20.87 64 1.30 4096 9216 4 52.63 10.24
intermediates 20 77.88 65 4.79 0 8964 4 46.07 8.96
main 20 372.58 84 4.44 24576 16896 1 29.61 5.76
tpacf [small] genhists 1 14615.33 201 72.71 13312 7680 1 14.14 2.75 LONG MEDIUM
spmv [medium] spmvjds 50 42.38 374 1.81 0 928 16 19.08 3.71 SHORT SHORT
mri-q [large] ComputeQ 2 3389.71 1024 26.48 0 5376 8 55.26 10.75 MEDIUM SHORT
ComputePhiMag 1 4.70 4 4.70 0 6144 4 31.58 6.14
sad [large] largersadcalc8 1 8174.21 8040 16.27 0 3328 16 68.42 13.31 LONG LONG
largersadcalc16 1 1529.38 8040 3.04 0 832 16 17.11 3.33
mbsadcalc 1 15446.02 128640 0.84 2224 2135 7 24.20 4.71
sgemm [medium] mysgemmNT 1 3717.18 528 98.56 512 4480 14 82.89 16.13 MEDIUM SHORT
stencil [default] block2Dregtiling 100 2227.30 256 8.70 0 41984 1 53.95 10.50 MEDIUM LONG
cutcp [small] lattice6overlap 11 1520.11 121 37.69 4116 3328 3 16.80 3.27 MEDIUM MEDIUM
mri-gridding binning 1 2021.41 5188 1.56 0 4096 4 21.05 4.10 LONG LONG
[small] scaninter1 9 7.59 29 4.14 665 1173 16 27.54 5.36
scanL1 8 826.12 2084 1.19 4368 9216 3 39.74 7.73
uniformAdd 8 127.30 2084 0.24 16 4096 4 21.07 4.10
reorder 1 2535.30 5188 1.95 0 8192 4 42.11 8.19
splitSort 7 3838.84 2594 4.44 4484 10240 3 43.79 8.52
griddingGPU 1 208398.47 65536 31.80 1536 3648 10 51.81 10.08
splitRearrange 7 1622.93 2594 1.88 4160 5888 3 26.71 5.20
scaninter2 9 8.81 29 4.80 665 1173 16 27.54 5.36
Table 5.2: Statistics of all the kernels from benchmark applications used in the experimental evaluation.
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5.3.2 Eﬀectiveness of the Preemption Mechanisms
To measure the performance of the mechanisms, isolated from the poten-
tial beneﬁts and overheads of the scheduling policies implemented on top of
them, we evaluate them by implementing the simple priority queues sched-
uler. This scheduler (used in our example in Section 5.1) always schedules
the kernel with the highest priority. We quantify the beneﬁts of preemptive
execution and compare the performance of the two described preemption
mechanisms by comparing the priority queues schedulers that implement
preemption (preemptive priority queues-PPQ) and the implementation of
priority queues scheduler with no preemption (NPQ). For this experiment,
the scheduling policy in the data transfer engine is always NPQ. We generate
random workloads in which one process has higher priority than the rest of
the processes in the workload. All the benchmark applications appear the
same number of times as the high-priority process of the workload.
We measure the turnaround time of the prioritized application and in
Figure 5.4 show the improvement of the application's NTT when prioritized
over its non-prioritized execution. When using the non-preemptive prior-
itization scheme, turnaround time improves for workloads with 4 or more
processes (from 1.1x to 1.6x on average as the number of processes grows).
The NPQ scheduler allows the high-priority application to start executing
as soon as SMs become available, thus the high-priority kernel has to wait
only for the currently running kernel to ﬁnish. The non-preemptive scheduler
does not bring any improvement for workloads with only 2 processes since
in this case the scheduler actually never has any choice. The only potential
scenario that improves the turnaround time over the FCFS is if a kernel from
the high-priority process and a kernel from the low-priority process are both
launched while the execution engine is already running another kernel of the
high-priority process. The newly launched high-priority kernel has to wait
in the command dispatcher until the previously launched kernel ﬁnishes. By
the time it reaches the execution engine, the ready, low-priority kernel will
already be scheduled.
Preemptive priority queues (PPQ) scheduler shows a much higher turnaround
time improvement of the high-priority process, since the high-priority ker-
nels do not have to wait for the whole low-priority kernel to ﬁnish, just
the usually much shorter preemption latency. Both preemption mechanisms
improve turnaround time over the NPQ scheduler, but using the context
switch mechanism the improvements, on average, are much higher (from
2x to 15.6x as number of processes grows) than the draining mechanism
(from 1.6x to 6x as number of processes grows). This diﬀerence comes from
the, on average, lower preemption latency of the context switch mechanism.
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Figure 5.4: Turnaround time improvement of the high-priority process over its non-
prioritized execution (higher is better). Showing workloads with 2 to 8 processes. Bench-
marks in each group are listed in Table 5.2 as Class 1.
Only 8 of 24 kernels from our benchmark suite use more than half of the
available storage resources (register ﬁle and shared memory), resulting in
a longest projected context save time of 16.2µs (StreamCollide kernel from
lbm). On the other hand, 6 kernels have an average thread block execution
time longer than 16.2µs, with the longest one being 98.56µs (mysgemmNT
from sgemm). Since the thread block execution time dictates the preemption
latency when using the draining mechanism, the latency of preempting is on
average smaller when using context switch.
The PPQ scheduler has variable eﬀectiveness for diﬀerent benchmark ap-
plications. In Figure 5.4, benchmarks are grouped by the average execution
time of their kernels (Class 1 in Table 5.2). Both groups and execution times
are listed in Table 5.2. Three benchmarks, from the LONG group, have at
least one very long kernel (> 10000 µs). They observe the smallest improve-
ment in performance (from 1.26x to 1.76x with context switch and 1.54x with
the draining mechanism, as the number of processes in the workload grows)
since their kernels dominate the execution. The improvements that they
achieve mainly come from the workloads where they are mixed with other
benchmarks from the LONG group. Half of the benchmarks (ﬁve of them),
averaged in the MEDIUM group have at least one medium kernel (between
1000 µs and 3500 µs). They achieve bigger improvements (from 1.06x to 4.6x
with the context switch and from 1.33x to 4.5x with the draining mechanism).
The remaining two benchmarks, averaged in the SHORT group have only
short kernels (< 350 µs). They observe very big improvements in turnaround
time (from 5.1x to 63.7x with the context switch and from 2.84x to 16.2x
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Figure 5.5: System throughput (STP) degradation when the prioritized kernel has exclu-
sive and shared access to the execution engine (lower is better). Showing workloads with
2 to 8 processes.
with the draining mechanism) since the execution times of their kernels are
very short compared to the other benchmarks. Preemption thus minimizes
the waiting time of these kernels signiﬁcantly. The beneﬁts of the context
switch mechanism accumulate with every preemption of the kernels with long
running thread blocks, resulting in a big diﬀerence in the eﬀectiveness of the
two mechanisms, especially in the SHORT group. The shorter the kernels
are, the more time will they be launched (because of the replay of bench-
marks described in Section 4), increasing the chance of preempting a kernel
with very long thread blocks.
5.3.3 Overheads of the Preemption Mechanisms
The preemption mechanisms on average improve the turnaround time of the
high-priority process, but they come at the price of a lower utilization of
the execution engine. The degradation in the STP due to the preemption
mechanisms is quantiﬁed in Figure 5.5. We implement two slightly diﬀer-
ent PPQ schemes. The ﬁrst scheme, shown in Figure 5.5a grants the high-
priority process an exclusive access to the execution engine. Even if some
resources become available, low-priority kernels will not be scheduled while
high-priority kernels are still active. On average, PPQ with the context save
mechanism has 1.08x to 1.12x STP overhead over NPQ while PPQ with the
draining mechanism has an STP overhead between 1.09x and 1.38x. The big-
ger overhead of the draining mechanism comes from preemptions of kernels
that can execute many (long) thread blocks concurrently. The more thread
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Figure 5.6: Turnaround time improvement with equal sharing (higher is better). Showing
workloads with 2 to 8 processes. The list of benchmarks in each group is given in Table 5.2
as Class 2.
blocks per SM a kernel can run, the bigger is the chance that the variable
execution times of the thread blocks will leave the SM running underutilized
(i.e., running a number of thread blocks lower than its actual capacity).
The other PPQ scheme that we implement uses the free resources to
schedule low-priority kernels, even in the presence of high-priority kernels in
the execution engine. It is modeled after current GPUs that try to perform
back-to-back scheduling of the independent kernels (from the same process)
to improve the STP. Such a technique works with the simple FCFS policy,
but it is counterproductive in the case of preemptive prioritization, since
some applications tend to asynchronously enqueue many kernel invocations.
The back-to-back execution, described in Section 2.3, allows a low-priority
kernel to start executing as soon as some SMs become free. These kernels
get preempted soon after they start executing and actually waste resources,
instead of saving any. Hence, this scheme, shown in Figure 5.5b, results in
higher overheads than the exclusive-access one, from Figure 5.5a.
5.3.4 Example Policy: Equal Spatial Sharing
We use the DSS scheduling policy described in Section 5.2.4 to allow all active
kernels to run concurrently. By ensuring that all the active kernels progress,
the policy seeks to prevent the starvation of processes with short kernels and
at the same time fairly partition the resources among all running kernels. We
setup the DSS policy to perform equal sharing by assigning equal priorities
(token count) to all the processes (tc = bNsm/Npc). Since there is thirteen
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Figure 5.7: Average Normalized Turnaround Time (ANTT) for all the simulated workloads
(lower is better), sorted by the increasing ANTT.
SMs in our simulated systems, but we evaluate with 2, 4, 6 and 8 process
workloads, not all processes actually get the same number of SMs. The rest
of the SMs that cannot be evenly distributed (r = Nsm mod Np) are assigned
to the r kernels that ﬁrst reach the active queue. We use both draining and
context switch mechanisms to evaluate this policy. The scheduling policy in
the data transfer engine is FCFS, in all cases.
We ﬁrst analyze the eﬀects on the NTT of each benchmark application
in all workloads and show their average improvements in Figure 5.6. Bench-
marks applications are grouped by their execution time (Class 2 in Table 5.2).
Short applications (<5ms), averaged in Figure 5.6 as SHORT, achieve the
biggest improvement in their turnaround time (2.45x to 4x with the context
switch and 2.2x to 3.7x with the draining mechanism, as the number of pro-
cesses in the workload grows), since their waiting time is lowered by spatially
sharing the SMs. Medium long ones (between 30ms and 115ms), averaged as
MEDIUM, achieve a signiﬁcant improvement in their turnaround time (1.3x
to 1.7x with the context switch and 1.2x to 1.4x with the draining mecha-
nism). The improvements in both SHORT and MEDIUM classes come at
the expense of very long (>400ms) applications, averaged as LONG, that
get their turnaround time degraded (from around 0.9x to 0.55x with both
mechanisms). On average, DSS improves the normalized turnaround time
compared to FCFS with both preemption mechanisms. The improvement
is bigger when using the context switch (from 1.5x to 2x) compared to the
draining mechanism (from 1.4x to 1.65x).
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Figure 5.7 shows the ANTT achieved with the FCFS and DSS policies
with both context switch and draining mechanisms for each workload. Work-
loads in Figure 5.7 are sorted by the increasing ANTT (to form the smoother,
readable lines). For workloads with 2 processes, equal sharing improves the
ANTT signiﬁcantly for about 20% of the simulated workloads. In the other
80% of workloads, there is not much to improve because the interleaved
execution phases of the benchmark applications and application's ability to
partially tolerate latency by using asynchronous GPU commands keep ANTT
low. The percentage of workloads with improved ANTT grows with the num-
ber of processes in the workload (70% for 4 processes), to almost all workloads
(6 and 8 processes) having improved ANTT over the baseline FCFS scheduler
with both preemption mechanisms.
Workloads with 4, 6, and 8 processes also show a clear cross point, after
which the policy implemented with the draining mechanism starts showing
lower ANTT than the policy implemented with the context switch mecha-
nism. In all conﬁgurations, this point is around half of the workloads that
improve the ANTT over the FCFS. The crossing point appears because
the two preemption mechanisms have diﬀerent eﬀects on diﬀerent kernels.
Contrary to the kernels with very long thread block execution times (dis-
cussed in Section 5.3.2), some kernels have a context switch time much larger
than their average thread block execution time (all of the kernels from histo,
StreamCollide from lbm, mbsadcalc from sad, reorder from mri-griddingetc.).
Even though DSS with the context switch mechanism achieves better aver-
age NTT, these results show that, depending on the workload at hand, the
draining mechanism can also be a viable option for low latency preemption.
With equal sharing of resources, this scheduler also aims at improving the
fairness among the processes. We show the relative improvement of the fair-
ness of the DSS policy compared to the baseline FCFS policy in Figure 5.8a.
The FCFS scheduler does not aim at optimizing the fairness, but does not
cause complete starvation in our experiments because there are no persistent
kernels in our benchmarks. Compared to it, the DSS policy achieves better
fairness with both preemption mechanisms, thanks to its semi-equal resource
allocation. The improvement is higher when using context switch (from 1.1x
to 3.35x as the number of processes grows) compared to the draining mech-
anism (from 1.05x to 2.7x) thanks to the lower latency of preemption, as
discussed in Section 5.3.2. Like with the ANTT in Figure 5.7, fairness is not
improved much in the workloads with 2 processes.
Equally sharing the execution unit, on the other hand achieves lower
STP, mainly due to the lower utilization caused by the execution preemp-
tions. The eﬀects of preempting are quantiﬁed with the STP degradation,
illustrated in Figure 5.8b. The average STP degradation compared to the
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Figure 5.8: System fairness improvement (higher is better) and system throughput degra-
dation (lower is better) with equal sharing. Showing workloads with 2 to 8 processes.
FCFS scheduler is lower when using context switch (1.06x to 1.34x as the
number of processes grows) compared to the draining mechanism (1.08x to
1.5x). Even though, intuitively, one might expect the context switch mecha-
nism to achieve lower STP than the draining mechanism, this is not the case.
Analyzing the throughput of individual workloads, a crosspoint similar to the
one in Figure 5.7 can be observed. This time, however, the improvements in
STP with the draining mechanism are negligible, while improvements with
the context switch mechanism are signiﬁcant.
Comparing the improved average normalized turnaround time and the
system fairness (especially in the case of the context switch mechanism) to
the degradation of STP shows that the preemptive equal sharing policy is a
viable option when a little bit of overall system performance (STP) could be
spared to the user perceived performance (application turnaround time) or
system fairness. We thus believe that the equal sharing policy would be a
good candidate for deployment in single-user multiprogrammed environments
such as desktop or mobile systems, as well as multi-tenant cloud or server
nodes.
5.4 Summary and Concluding Remarks
Current GPUs do not provide the necessary mechanisms for the operating
system to manage ﬁne-grained sharing of the GPU resources. As a result,
fairness, responsiveness, and quality of service of applications using GPUs
cannot be controlled. As future systems continue further deployment of
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GPUs in the cloud and data centers and integration of CPUs and GPUs
in the same SoC, this problem will only escalate.
In this chapter we introduced hardware extensions to modern GPUs that
enable eﬃcient sharing of GPUs among several applications and the imple-
mentation of ﬂexible scheduling policies for multiprogrammed workloads. We
proposed two execution preemption mechanisms and the DSS scheduling pol-
icy that uses these mechanisms to implement dynamic spatial sharing of the
SMs across kernels that belong to diﬀerent processes. Moreover, DSS can be
controlled by the OS to enforce system-wide scheduling policies.
Experimental results show that hardware preemption mechanisms are
necessary to obtain lower and more deterministic turnaround times for ap-
plications while having lower overheads than what was previously assumed,
thus opening the possibility of the utilization of GPUs to perform computa-
tions in multiprogrammed interactive environments. We also showed that a
dynamic scheduling policy that assigns diﬀerent SMs to concurrently running
kernels can greatly improve system-wide metrics such as fairness. Finally,
we experimentally demonstrated that the wide-spread believe that context
switching in GPUs is prohibitively expensive does not hold.
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Chapter 6
Enabling Preemptible
Exceptions
Recently, AMD and NVIDIA have commercialized discrete GPUs with sup-
port for automatic data transfers between CPU and GPU memories [92,
121]. On-demand page migration ﬁnally removes the need for explicit data
transfers, improving programmability [54, 140, 55, 71], and enabling over-
subscription of the GPU memory [78, 74, 94, 169]. However, demand paging
requires using page faults on the GPU, a processor that does not support
precise exceptions [148, 108]. To overcome this limitation, GPUs rely on
ooading all the fault handling work to the CPU, while the faulted instruc-
tion on the GPU is stalled [175]. In this model the SM is not even aware
of the exception (i.e., treated as a very long TLB miss). This is in contrast
to CPUs, where exceptions trigger the execution of handling code on the
core that raised the exception. The exception handler is then capable of
saving the context of the faulting thread and restore its execution after the
exception condition is resolved.
Preemptible exceptions are widely used in modern systems. For instance,
both lazy memory allocation and on-demand paging are implemented in most
modern operating systems using page faults. Whenever a thread causes a
page fault, the operating system exception handler checks if the faulting vir-
tual address corresponds to a memory page that has never been allocated
(lazy allocation) or has been swapped out to disk (on-demand paging). In
both cases, the operating system ﬁrst saves the context of the running thread
and switches into the fault handling routine. In case of lazy memory allo-
cation, the OS needs to ﬁnd an available physical page, updates the page
table to reﬂect the new mapping, and restores the execution of the thread.
On-demand paging requires the OS to bring the swapped out page from
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Figure 6.1: Performance of in-order issue and in-order commit cores, normalized to the
baseline SM.
disk, which is a very long latency operation. Instead of waiting for the fault
to be resolved, the OS typically schedules some diﬀerent thread to run, to
maximize the system throughput.
Besides ensuring the preemptability of exceptions, most modern CPUs
also guarantee the architectural state to be precise when an exception hap-
pens. Precise exceptions support allows a very clean context switch and later
restart of the faulting process. However, supporting precise exceptions on a
modern GPU seems unfeasible. One option is to use simple in-order execu-
tion cores (in-order issue and in-order commit) that support precise excep-
tions by design. However, as Figure 6.1 shows, that option does not provide
enough performance to meet the performance expected from modern GPUs.
Another option is to implement in-order commit, similar to that of modern
CPUs. However, this would increase the area and power consumed by each
SM, and in turn decreasing the overall SM count and the overall system per-
formance. Instead, we argue for the third option of supporting preemptible
exceptions, whose architectural state is not precise, as a mean to provide the
functionality needed by the system software (i.e., context switching) without
harming the GPU performance.
In this chapter we present three alternative preemptible exceptions imple-
mentations on a modern GPU with varying performance-complexity trade-
oﬀs. We tailor our designs to support preemptible page faults only, because
that is the main use of preemptible GPU exceptions today. Still, our de-
signs can be extended to support other types of exceptions with an analo-
gous approach, treating other potentially faulting instructions as we treat
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the memory instructions in our proposals. The simplest approach achieves
preemptible faults by introducing limitations to the execution model. As
such, it does not require any additional hardware structures, but it does
result in decreased performance. In our second approach, we relax some
of the execution constraint with a mechanism that collects non-committed
instructions for later replay. The most comprehensive solution introduces ad-
ditional hardware structures and increases the area of the GPU core due to
extra storage. With suﬃcient amount of resources, it can completely preserve
the performance of the baseline GPU pipeline.
We further explore two use cases that aim to improve the system through-
put thanks to the ability to context switch under a fault. In the ﬁrst use case,
we context switch out faulting threads during page faults, and context switch
in new threads to execute while the fault is being resolved. We aim to hide
the latency of the page migration that caused the fault by ﬁnding other work
that the GPU can execute in the meantime. In the second use case, we handle
page faults to non-committed physical memory (i.e., lazy memory allocation)
on the GPU itself, instead of oﬀ-loading it to the CPU. The GPU code runs
its own physical memory allocator, which reserves the required memory and
ﬁxes the GPU page table without interrupting the CPU and occupying the
system interconnect.
6.1 Motivation
Exceptions are, by their very nature, events that happen rarely during the
life of a thread and, thus, have a minor impact on the system performance.
However, the massive amount of concurrent threads (e.g., 32768 in our base-
line GPU) running on a GPU make such a rare event at the thread level
to become quite common at the GPU level. For instance, on-demand page
migration [121] can cause individual threads to trigger multiple page faults
in a single instruction. Having in mind the concurrency level of the GPU, it
is fairly common for a kernel to trigger dozens of concurrent page faults. We
use this page fault handing in the GPU as the driving example to motivate
our work.
Both signaling and data transfers between CPU and GPU are performed
over the system interconnect which has a serializing eﬀect on the handling.
During this time, instructions that faulted cannot make any progress. More-
over, it is very likely that other warps (in the same, or diﬀerent SM) are also
trying to access one of the pending pages, and therefore are stalled as well,
resulting in a severely underutilized system.
We demonstrate these issues on the execution of BFS benchmark with
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Figure 6.2: Number of in-ﬂight faults (top timeline) and number of active warps (showing
only four SMs) for an execution of the BFS benchmark (showing cycles on the x axis).
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on-demand paging in Figure 6.2. The top timeline is showing the number
of unique in-ﬂight faults for the whole GPU and their bursty nature. The
GPU tends to fault in spikes, after which migrations are resolved (one by
one) until the next spike. The four timelines at the bottom are showing the
number of active (non faulted) warps on four SMs (the behavior is similar for
the remaining 8 SMs). Here, we can observe that most of the time (except
for the very end of the execution) there is very few active warps. We can also
observe that multiple warps can fault on the same page and do not make
much progress until that fault is resolved (e.g., big spike in active warps
around cycle 2.2 million, when most in-ﬂight migrations have completed).
In an analogous CPU situation, after faulting on a page that needs to
be brought from disk, operating systems typically context switch the process
that faulted, and schedule some other process ready to run. Such context
switching is not possible on GPUs, due to the stall on fault execution. This is
an unfortunate situation because the GPU programming model encourages
programmers to request the execution of a number of independent thread
blocks much higher than the number of thread blocks the GPU can con-
currently execute. Therefore, when a page fault happens it is very likely
that there are pending thread blocks ready to be executed. Allowing con-
text switching in the GPU during the page faults motivates us to enable
preemptible faults in the GPU. We detail the design of such scheme in Sec-
tion 6.4.1.
Low context switching latency is the key to achieving good multitasking
performance on the GPU, as demonstrated by us in Section 5 and Park et
al. in [126]. These studies were done for the legacy systems without support
for on-demand page migration, which further complicates the matter. Due
to the stall on fault execution, all the in-ﬂight faults need to be serviced
before the scheduler can perform the context switch to another process. The
underutilization of the system while being context switches lowers the system
throughput, while long latencies make it harder to improve responsiveness
and system fairness. Therefore, stall on fault execution would possibly void
any eﬀort to improve system performance through scheduling. Facilitating
the implementation of simpler and more eﬀective schedulers for improved
multiprogrammed system performance is another motivation of this work.
Finally, the inability to do the context switch under a fault stands in
the way of handling the page faults on the GPU itself, because the forward
progress of the fault handling routine cannot be guaranteed. In Section 6.4.2
we detail the design of a system that, instead of ooading the fault handling
to the CPU, handles faults on the SMs that have faulted, in the cases where
it is feasible to do so.
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1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
R3 ← ld [R2] F I O E E E E E E E
R2 ← add R7, 8 F I O E C
R8 ← mul R3, 3 F
R9 ← sub R9, 4 F I O E C
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Figure 6.3: Timeline showing the culprits of non-preemptble faults: sparse replay and
RAW on replay. All instructions are from the same warp. Stages are Fetch, Issue, OpRead,
Execute and Commit.
6.2 Problem Statement
To understand why exactly does the baseline pipeline prevent preemtible
faults, let us consider the simpliﬁed pipeline operation in Figure 6.3. The
oldest instruction in program order, ld, goes through the fetch, issue, operand
read stages and arrives to the global memory pipeline for execution. The
global memory pipeline is deep, variable latency, and at some point (cycle
10 in the example) a page fault is detected. The second instruction, add, is
fetched but stalled for one cycle, due to the WAR hazard with the ld instruc-
tion. When ld reads R2 at the cycle 3, it releases the score-board, clearing
add for issue. At cycle 7, add will commit, having previously written the
new value to the register R2. The third instruction, mul will be stalled after
the fetch, because of the RAW hazard with ld, the producer of R3. Finally,
the youngest instruction, sub, goes through all the stages, and commits at
cycle 8.
When ld faults at cycle 10, the instruction cannot be just squashed and
later replayed from a saved architectural state (context). The ﬁrst problem
is that after the fault we have to replay ld (the faulting instruction) and
mul, but we must not replay add and sub, which have been already com-
mitted. However, no information is available in the pipeline to prevent the
replay of add and sub. Note that this problem exists even with in-order issue
pipelines, if for example two memory instructions fault but instructions in-
between execute normally. We refer to this problem as sparse replay. The
second problem is that the early source score-board release (implemented
in our baseline pipeline) during the operand read stage allows add to write
a new value to the register R2 at commit. Therefore, when we replay ld,
the instruction reads the value in R2 produced by add, leading to incorrect
execution of the program. We refer to this problem as RAW on replay.
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6.3 Support for GPU Page Faults
In this section we present three diﬀerent approaches to support preemtible
faults on our baseline GPU architecture. The ﬁrst approach (warp disable)
treats memory instructions as code barriers. In case a memory instruction
causes a fault, all younger instructions are committed and the faulting in-
struction is replayed after the fault is resolved. The second approach (replay
queue) keeps in-ﬂight memory instructions in a replay queue: they enter the
queue when issued and exit the queue at commit. When a fault is detected,
all in-ﬂight instructions are squashed and the content of the replay queue
is saved. After the fault is resolved, all the saved instructions are replayed.
Finally, the third approach (operand log) logs the source operands of memory
instructions during their execution. When replaying faulted instructions, the
source operands are read from the log instead of the register ﬁle.
Each of these approaches presents a diﬀerent trade-oﬀ between the amount
of ILP the architecture can exploit and the additional hardware needed.
Warp disable introduces no hardware modiﬁcations, but limits the amount
of ILP exploited by the SM. Operand log exploits as much ILP as our baseline
architecture, but requires the most additional hardware. Replay queue is an
intermediate solution.
6.3.1 Approach 1: Warp Disable
This scheme addresses both sparse replay and RAW on replay problems de-
ﬁned in Section 6.2 by treating global memory instructions (i.e., the only
instructions that can potentially page fault) as an instruction barrier. We
enforce this by disabling the warp fetch once a global memory instruction is
fetched and re-enabling it once the instruction commits. The execution of
other warps is not aﬀected and they can continue with the normal execution.
By the time the instruction is ready to commit it had ﬁnished all the work,
including the TLB accesses for all the active threads. Thus, at commit time
we can guarantee that the memory instruction will not fault and will not
need to be replayed. If the fault does occur, the limitation of the model has
provided us with two beneﬁts. First, we guarantee that only one of the warp
in-ﬂight instruction can fault. Second, we know that it is the last fetched
and issued instruction for the warp that faulted. Hence, we only need squash
and later replay that one faulted instruction.
The pipeline timing diagram in Figure 6.4 illustrates how warp disable
works. If ld instruction ﬁnishes successfully, we can enable the fetch again (1)
and let the younger add, mul and sub execute. However, if ld faults, the only
other instructions potentially in the pipeline are older instructions that never
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1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18
R3 ← ld [R2] F I O E E E E E E E C
R2 ← add R7, 8 F I O E C
R8 ← mul R3, 3 F I O E C
R9 ← sub R9, 4 F I O E C
1
Figure 6.4: Pipeline timing diagram with the warp disable approach. Global memory
instruction disables the warp until it can be guaranteed that it will not fault.
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Figure 6.5: Last TLB check for a warp memory instruction: the earliest point in the
pipeline where memory instruction is guaranteed not to cause a page fault.
cause a page fault. To recover from the fault, we squash the faulting instruc-
tion and drain all other in-ﬂight instructions of the warp, before invoking the
exception handler. To restart the execution, the exception handler restores
the program counter to instruction that caused the exception. This way the
faulting instruction is replayed once the handler has resolved the exception.
We can further optimize the performance of this scheme by realising that
in all cases, we could enable the warp before the commit stage. Because a
warp consists of 32 threads, one memory instruction of a warp can be access-
ing multiple pages at the same time. As shown in Figure 6.5, the instruction
ﬁrst goes through the coalescing unit that generates one memory request for
each unique cache line accessed by the warp (part of the baseline SM). The
earliest cycle where we can re-enable the warp so that it continues fetching
instructions is right after the TLB check for the last generated request has
completed successfully. The result of moving fetch-enable to the earliest cy-
cle possible is letting other instructions enter the pipeline as soon as possible
and therefore recovering some of the lost ILP.
The negative side of the warp disable scheme is that hinders the ILP
achieved by the baseline SM by temporarily disabling the warp on a memory
instruction. Since the SM is a throughput oriented processor that heavily
relies on multi-threading to achieve high performance we can expect smaller
performance impact than a similar technique would have on a CPU. Fur-
thermore, since other instruction types cannot page fault, their execution is
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R3 ← ld [R2] F I O E E E E E E E C
R2 ← add R7, 8 F I O E C
R8 ← mul R3, 3 F I O E C
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Figure 6.6: Pipeline timing diagram with the replay queue approach.
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Figure 6.7: The snapshot of issue queue and replay queue after a) ld is issued and b) ld
has faulted, and the rest drained.
unchanged from the original SM. The positive side is that we have enabled
preemptible faults without requiring any additional hardware.
6.3.2 Approach 2: Replay Queue
The goal of this scheme is to remove the instruction barrier semantics imposed
by the warp disable scheme, so the processor can exploit larger amounts of
ILP. We ﬁrst deal with the RAW on replay problem by releasing the source
operands after the last TLB check has completed successfully, which only
leaves the problem of the sparse replay open. Let us consider the pipeline
timing diagram for our example program in Figure 6.6. Add is stalled (1)
over a WAR hazard on register R2, while mul is stalled (2) over RAW hazard
on register R3. Sub has no dependencies, so it gets issued and commits a
few cycles later (3). If ld does not fault (4), execution continues normally
(shaded green in Figure 6.6). Otherwise, if ld faults, we must replay ld, add,
and mul when the fault is resolved, but the committed sub instruction must
not be replayed.
To deal with the sparse replay problem, we introduce the replay queue
next to the issue queue, as shown in Figure 6.7. Memory instructions (the
only ones that can cause a page fault) are inserted in the replay queue on
issue, and removed once they commit. In case of a fault, we ﬁrst drain all
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R3 ← ld [R2] F I O E E E E E E E C
R2 ← add R7, 8 F I O E C
R8 ← mul R3, 3 F I O E C
R9 ← sub R9, 4 F I O E C
1
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3
Figure 6.8: Pipeline timing diagram with the operand logging approach.
the non-faulted in-ﬂight instructions, and then squash all the faulted ones.
Once this is done, we need to drain the issue queue of the warp's fetched,
but not yet issued instructions, and insert them to the replay queue also.
The instructions in the replay queue now become part of the context and
need to be saved during a context switch. On context restore, the saved
instructions are replayed ﬁrst, before we continue with normal execution.
Because the replay instructions are captured in the program order (relative
to each other), the baseline issue logic can guarantee correct execution.
The negative side of the replay queue scheme is that it introduces ad-
ditional hardware to the baseline SM and increases the complexity of the
software that also needs to save the replay queue as part of the context.
The positive side is that the replay queue is an unobtrusive addition to the
pipeline that improves the ILP over the warp disable scheme by eliminating
the barrier instruction semantics. Furthermore, the replay queue does not
hold any data (i.e., registers) produced or consumed by the instructions, an
important property bearing in mind that a warp instruction is basically a
32 wide SIMD instruction. As such, we assume that the logic needed to
implement the replay queue is negligible compared to the rest of the SM.
6.3.3 Approach 3: Operand Log
Our ﬁnal scheme is designed to complement the replay queue scheme. It
improves the performance by removing the constraint of releasing the source
operands after the last TLB check has completed successfully. Instead, we
wish to release the score-board during the operand read stage, just like in
the baseline SM. Let us consider the pipeline timing diagram for our example
program in Figure 6.8. The WAR hazard on register R2 is removed in the
cycle when ld reads the R2 value (1), and add gets issued in the next cycle.
mul is stalled because of the RAW hazard on register R3, while sub gets
issued (3). By the time the potential fault is raised (3), add and sub have
committed and updated the values of registers R2 and R9. During the replay,
ld would read the wrong (updated) value of R2 and load data from a wrong
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Figure 6.9: Design of the operand log with active path during a) ﬁrst issue and b) replay
of a faulted instruction.
address.
To handle the RAW on replay problem, we augment the SM with an
operand log that holds the source data of in-ﬂight global memory instructions
(the only ones that can cause a page fault). Note that the operand log
only eliminates the RAW on replay problem, so we still need the replay
queue in order to handle the sparse replay problem. The allocation of the
log entries is performed during issue of a memory instruction. During the
operand read stage, data read from the register ﬁle is written to the log.
To optimize the use of log space, load instructions take up only one log
entry (source address), while store instructions take two (source data and
destination address). Entries are released once we know the instruction is
not faulting (after the last TLB check for the instruction has completed).
On replay, the instruction accesses the log instead of the register ﬁle in order
to read the input data. The log makes it safe to release the score-boards
in the operand read stage, since there is now a copy of the source operands
that is used on replay. Just like the contents of the replay queue, the log
is now also part of the context and needs to be saved and restored during
context switch. Since we need to provide the context switching at a thread
block granularity, the log is partitioned so that each running block gets its
own partition. Thus, kernels with lower number of active thread blocks (SM
occupancy) will have higher number of log entires per thread block, and vice
versa.
The negative side of the operand log scheme is that it introduces further
hardware overheads (i.e., the log itself), and because of the increased context
size it causes a higher context saving and restoring latency. The area over-
heads of this scheme are further explored in Section 6.5.2 where we analyze
the performance as a function of the log size. The positive side is that now
both culprits of preemptible faults (sparse replay and RAW on replay) are
eliminated, and we can achieve both the performance of the baseline SM and
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enable the preemptible faults (with a suﬃciently large log).
6.4 Use Cases
In this section, we present two use cases that require preemptible page fault
support in the GPU. In the ﬁrst use case we context switch the SM when
a page fault triggers an on-demand page migration from the CPU, which is
a long latency operation. In the second use case, we rely on page faults to
perform on-demand allocation of physical memory on the GPU.
6.4.1 Block Switching on Fault
In Section 2.1 we discussed how the baseline GPU observes page faults as very
long latency memory accesses because of the stall-on-fault execution [175].
Although the SM can still issue other instructions that do not depend on
the faulting memory access, oftentimes the pool of available independent
instructions gets exhausted before the faulting memory access completes.
Hence, the SM sits idle waiting for the fault to be resolved, underutilizing its
hardware resources.
The preemptible exception support presented in this chapter opens the
door to context switch the SM when a page fault happens, so that some other
threads can use the SM resources while the fault is being resolved. The pro-
gramming model of the GPU maximizes the likelihood of pending threads
to be available for execution when a page fault happens. The number of
thread blocks executing concurrently on the GPU depends on the available
hardware resources of each speciﬁc GPU chip (i.e., depends on the GPU mi-
croarchitecture and number of SMs). For that reason, the GPU programming
model encourages programmers to launch a much larger number of thread
blocks than the GPU can concurrently execute. This oversubscription is key
to preserve the scalability of the application as newer GPU chips are capable
of concurrently executing larger number of thread blocks [120]. Hence, it is
likely that when an instruction from a thread block causes a page fault, we
can ﬁnd pending thread blocks to execute.
The context switch in an SM has to be performed with a thread block
granularity. The GPU programming model provides a notion of shared mem-
ory region that is accessible by all threads within a thread block. Unless we
context switch the full thread block, we can not release its shared memory
and schedule another thread block to run in its place.
We augment the SM with a thread block scheduler. This scheduler tracks
the thread blocks running on the SM, as well as those thread blocks that
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Figure 6.10: Block switching.
have been preempted. The fault handler can trigger a thread block context
switch, depending on the warps waiting for a page fault to be resolved and
thread blocks ready to execute. On a context switch, the handler notiﬁes the
scheduler, which ﬁrst inspects if there are thread blocks switched out whose
page faults have been resolved. If no thread block is found, the SM requests
a new pending thread block to the global scheduler (i.e., the SM driver),
in a similar way the SM currently does whenever a thread block ﬁnishes its
execution. To prevent explosion of the oﬀ-chip memory space used for the
thread block contexts, the local scheduler is allowed to bring only a limited
number of extra blocks to the SM. Once this limit is reached, the SM cycles
through the active and oﬀ-chip blocks only.
6.4.2 Local Handling of Faults
In the description of the GPU on-demand paging so far, we assumed that the
page being accessed by the GPU was previously written by the CPU and,
thus, resides in system memory. When the CPU has not previously initialized
that memory, the faulting memory page is not present in system memory
and, therefore, no migration is required. However, the CPU is still in charge
of managing both CPU and GPU page tables and physical address spaces.
Hence, the CPU still needs to allocate the physical memory on the GPU
and update the GPU page table before the faulted instruction can continue.
There are several cases that lead to such faults on the GPU, including the
pages that hold the output data of the kernel or backing a memory allocation
(i.e., malloc) performed by the kernel itself.
The preemptible exception support we introduce in this chapter allows
us to run a page fault handler in the GPU that performs physical memory
allocation and page table management. To prevent the user code from di-
rectly modifying system data structures, such as the GPU page table and the
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physical memory allocator, we also assume two diﬀerent privilege execution
levels in the GPU: user and system. When an exception is detected, the SM
switches to system mode and executes the corresponding exception handler.
The page fault exception handler checks the faulting address and determines
whether it corresponds to memory owned by the CPU, has no physical mem-
ory assigned, or is an invalid memory access. If the page is owned by the
CPU, the handler sends the data migration request to the CPU. If the ad-
dress is an invalid memory access, it requests the device driver running on
the CPU to abort the kernel execution. Finally, if the address has not been
assigned any physical memory yet, it marks the page as owned by the GPU
(to prevent the CPU from allocating memory for this page), calls the GPU
physical memory allocator to allocate a new physical memory page, updates
the GPU page table, and restarts the execution.
This lazy physical memory allocation scheme allows many GPU threads to
allocate physical memory in parallel, instead of serializing allocations through
the CPU. We expect this scheme to improve the performance of those codes
that rely on dynamic memory and have single-use output data structures.
6.5 Evaluation
6.5.1 Evaluation Methodology
The results in this chapter are obtained using the microarchitectural sim-
ulator described in Section 4.2.2. The simulator parameters, based on a
hypothetic modern GPU, are given in Table 6.1.
The evaluation in this chapter is performed with Parboil benchmarks [152].
Additionally, some of the evaluation in Section 6.5.4 are also performed us-
ing benchmarks distributed with the Halloc CUDA dynamic memory alloca-
tor [2]. We simulate one kernel from each benchmark to its completion. If a
benchmark has multiple kernels, we choose the main kernel for simulation. If
the chosen kernel is lunched multiple times, we simulate the launch with the
biggest amount of thread blocks. We choose the input sets of the benchmarks
to minimize the simulation time, yet guarantee that there is enough thread
blocks to occupy all SMs for several rounds of execution1.
In experiments that do perform the on-demand page migration, all data
is initially residing in the CPU memory. We assume 4KB [129, 128, 175]
pages. Related work [175] and our own experiments indicate that some form
of prefetching is necessary to make the on-demand migration competitive
1By a round of execution we refer to the amount of TBs to occupy the SM. For example,
two rounds of TBs means two times more TBs than the SM can run concurrently.
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SM
Frequency 1GHz
Max TBs 16
Max Warps 64
Register File 256KB
Shared memory 32KB
Issue type Nonspeculative out of order
Issue ways 2 instrcutions total from 1 or 2 warps
Issue queue 96 entry uniﬁed for all warps
Backend units 2 math, 1 special function, 1 ld/st, 1 branch
L1 cache 32KB / 4-way LRU / 128B line
32 MSHRs / 40 clk latency / virtual
L1 TLB 32 entires / 8-way LRU
System
Number of SMs 16
L2 cahce 2MB / 8-way LRU / 128B line
70 clk latency / 512 MSHRs
L2 TLB 1024 entries / 8-way LRU
128 MSHRs / 70 clk latency
Numer of PT walkers 64
Walking latency 500 clk
DRAM bandwidth 250 GB/s
DRAM latency 200 clk
Table 6.1: Simulation parameters used in the experimental evaluation in Section 6.5.
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in performance. Thus, in experiments that include page migration (Sec-
tion 6.5.3 and Section 6.5.4) we do handling with a 64KB granularity. This
helps to amortize the high cost per fault caused by communication, system
software and ineﬃcient small data transfers.
We use the execution time in cycles as our performance metric in this
chapter. The execution time is measured until all instructions of all thread
blocks for a given kernel ﬁnish. Because the GPU has multiple cores and
kernels can launch arbitrary number of TBs of arbitrary lengths, kernel ex-
ecution leads to the inevitable tail eﬀect which is in negligible in most cases
(but not all).
6.5.2 The Performance Cost of Preemptible Faults
As we have discussed in Section 6.3, the diﬀerent pipeline organizations that
support preepmtible faults are by design expected to have diﬀerent perfor-
mance. We use as baseline a GPU architecture without preemptible exception
support, and thus it represents the maximum performance our proposals can
achieve. In Figure 6.11 we show the performance normalized to the baseline
of two warp disable scheme variants described in Section 6.3.1 (warp disable
until commit - WD-commit and warp disable until last TLB check - WD-
lastcheck), alongside the performance of the replay queue scheme described
in Section 6.3.2. We are here foremost interested in the performance of kernel
execution that does not cause any faults (e.g., expert written program that
uses explicit data management). Such execution will show us exactly how
much performance loss is caused by our pipeline changes.
Comparing the geometric mean performance achieved across all bench-
marks, we can see that WD-commit achieves only 85% of the baseline perfor-
mance while WD-lastcheck achieves 91% of the baseline performance. The
diﬀerence between these two schemes is related to how early in the pipeline
we re-enable warp fetch. This results show that with a simple modiﬁcation
to the warp disable scheme (WD-lastcheck), we are able to recover signiﬁ-
cant amount of performance. The replay queue scheme is able to close this
gap further, achieving 94% of the baseline performance. There are few cases
where even the replay queue scheme is not suﬃcient, most notable with lbm
that achieves only 59% of the baseline performance.
We have already explained in Section 6.3.3 that the operand log scheme
can, by design, achieve the performance of the baseline SM if a suﬃciently
large log is used. In order to ﬁnd out what is suﬃciently large log size,
we show the performance normalized to the baseline of operand log scheme
with various log sizes in Figure 6.12. We start exploring log sizes from 8KB
because it is the smallest log that guarantees that all thread blocks of a ker-
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Figure 6.11: Performance of warp disable and replay queue pipeline organization that
support preemptible faults, normalized to the baseline SM with stall on fault approach
(higher is better).
nel with maximum occupancy (i.e., 16 in our baseline system) can execute
concurrently. Indeed, the biggest amount of source data that an instruc-
tion needs to log is 512B, assuming 8B address and 8B data (times the 32
threads). Thus such log guarantees that each thread block can have at least
one memory instruction in case that the SM occupancy is 16 thread blocks.
Comparing the geometric mean performance achieved across all bench-
marks, we can see that even the 8KB log is capable of achieving 96.9% of the
baseline performance, while 16KB log is capable of achieving 99.8%. To put
these log sizes into perspective, the register ﬁle in the baseline SM is 256KB
while the uniﬁed L1 data cache and scratch-pad memory is 64KB, making
the 16KB log a 5% increase in the overall context size. This is not to be
confused with 5% area increase, since the log overhead is amortized across
the rest of the SM (frontend with all the scheduling logic and 32 wide SIMT
backend) and the GPU itself (host interface, interconnects, L2 of memory
hierarchy. etc.). The operand log scheme is the most eﬀective with the lbm
benchmark, where a 16KB log improves the performance from 67% to 96%
of the baseline, compared to the replay queue scheme. Due to the low thread
block occupancy lbm runs only 8 warps (one eighth of the total warps sup-
ported by the SM), resulting in the lowest IPC of all evaluated kernels. This
demonstrates that the operand log scheme is eﬀective across kernels with
various levels of TLP, but it is the most compelling with diﬃcult codes that
exhibit insuﬃcient parallelism to saturate a modern GPU. Such codes are
easy to come across because GPUs are constantly increasing in size, exposing
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Figure 6.12: Performance of the operand log scheme with various log sizes normalized to
the baseline SM (higher is better).
performance portability issues of legacy code.
6.5.3 Use Case 1: Thread Block Switching on Fault
In Section 6.4.1 we have described a thread block scheduling scheme that con-
text switches faulted thread blocks and schedules ready thread blocks in their
place. We show the performance of this scheme in Figure 6.13 for NVLink
and PCI express 3.0 interconnects. We have measured several principal com-
ponents that add up to the round trip latency of a page fault (page pinning,
physical frame allocation and data transfer itself) and combined them with
interconnect latencies to compute the cost of a page fault. We estimate the
separate costs of faults for the case when there is a data transfer and for the
case when only the allocation is necessary (pages not dirty in the CPU page
table). These estimates are 12µs /10µs for NVLink and 25µs /12µs for PCIe,
respectively. We have setup the local scheduler to allow a maximum of 4 ex-
tra thread blocks per SM, consider switching out the thread block once all
the warps in a thread block are blocked (faulted or at a barrier) and consider
switching in once all the faults for the thread block have been serviced. For
each interconnect, the execution time is normalized to the on-demand paging
implementation with stall on fault approach.
Starting from the NVLink, we can observe that several benchmarks show
notable performance improvement. These are sgemm with 13.6%, stencil
with 7.6% and histo with 9.9%. With the PCIe interconnect, the same
benchmarks exhibit performance improvement, albeit a lower one (histo is
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Figure 6.13: Performance improvement with thread block switching on a fault over baseline
stall on fault approach. Showing NVLink and PCIe conﬁgurations with normal context
switching and ideal 1 cycle context switching.
the highest with 4.6%). We also show the performance of this scheme with
ideal context switching (1 cycle save and 1 cycle restore). Notice that there
are only small improvements, mainly with sgemm in the PCIe conﬁguration.
Performance with ideal context switching demonstrates how our local sched-
uler is doing a good job on avoiding unnecessary context switching. It also
shows that we captured most of the performance improvement that can be
achieved by increasing the set of active thread blocks. We have studied this
performance further, and found out that out of 11 benchmarks, 5 have ei-
ther a very low or very high interconnect utilization. Thus, any scheme that
tries to overlap computation with transfers is not going to improve perfor-
mance on these benchmarks. From the rest of the benchmarks, three have
either unfavorable access patterns such is faulting at the end of the block, or
suﬀer from severe tail eﬀect. Performance degradation of mri-gridding coun-
ters the improvement of other benchmarks, resulting in unchanged average
performance.
It is important to note that no benchmark has a notable performance
degradation except mri-gridding which achieves 86% of the original perfor-
mance due to the massive load imbalance that the kernel exhibits. In this
benchmark there is a two orders of magnitude diﬀerence in thread block ex-
ecution time, owing to the diﬀerent amount of work performed by diﬀerent
thread blocks. We have traced the execution and noticed that the original
thread block distribution happens to spread the longest blocks more or less
evenly across the SMs. Once context switching starts changing this order,
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most SMs ﬁnish faster due improved latency hiding, but a minority of SMs
get penalized with extra long blocks. Since we measure the execution time
of the kernel as the cycle when the last thread block ﬁnishes, this ultimately
leads to longer execution. This is further evident from mri-gridding perfor-
mance with one cycle context switching being lower than with normal context
switching.
6.5.4 Use Case 2: Local Handling of GPU Faults
In Section 6.4.2 we have described a fault handling scheme that allows han-
dling page faults on the GPU itself, if the data transfer from the CPU is not
required. The prime example of this are pages that are backing up memory
allocations performed by the kernel itself (e.g., through the CUDA device
version of malloc). Since Parboil kernels do not use device side malloc, we
evaluate the performance using benchmarks that ship with Halloc CUDA
dynamic memory allocator [2]. There is no page migrations in this experi-
ment (i.e., explicit transfers), and all the page faults are caused by accesses
to unmapped pages (ﬁrst use). We prototyped the fault handler code and
measured performance and scalability on a real GPU. We estimate the la-
tency of the GPU handler to be 20µs, an order of magnitude more than the
estimated latency of CPU handler (2µs) used in the rest of this section.
Figure 6.14 shows performance improvement with the geometric mean
speedup of 80% and 98% for NVLink and PCIe respectively. The reason
for such performance improvement, even with the 10x higher latency of the
handler, lies in the number of concurrent page faults. The GPU is running
many threads concurrently, and even though the frequency of fault in each
thread is low (as the name exceptions imply, these are not very common
events), the large working set of a GPU produces enough faults to overwhelm
the system interconnect and the CPU who have to handle them one by one.
In contrast, handling them on the GPU results in a clear throughput win,
despite the longer latency of each fault.
In Figure 6.15 we show performance of handling the faults to output
pages caused by Parboil kernels. These pages hold the output data of the
kernel that is not used by the CPU until the execution of the kernel is ﬁn-
ished. Benchmarks like lbm and histo show signiﬁcant performance increase
in both conﬁgurations. Contrary to the results in Section 6.5.3, this time the
PCIe conﬁguration shows overall bigger performance improvement than the
NVLink conﬁguration. Geometric mean across all benchmarks for NVlink
is 4%, and for PCIe is 8%. Bigger performance improvement is seen with
PCIe because the higher fault cost compared to the NVLink leads to higher
contention of the system interconnect.
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Figure 6.14: Performance improvement when handling faults to pages that are backing up
dynamically allocated memory on GPU over baseline handling by the CPU.
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Figure 6.15: Performance improvement when handling faults to output pages on GPU
over baseline handling by the CPU.
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6.5.5 Summary and Concluding Remarks
In this chapter we have presented three diﬀerent approaches to support ex-
ception on modern GPU architectures. There is a trade-oﬀ between the ad-
ditional hardware required to add this support and the overhead introduced
in the baseline architecture. We show how with a relatively small increase
in the area, exceptions can be supported on a modern GPU while achieving
99.8% of the baseline performance.
We have also explored two potential use cases for exceptions on modern
GPUs, context switching during page migrations and lazy physical memory
allocations. Although context switching produces modest average perfor-
mance improvements on our baseline system, it boosts the performance of
two of the most common applications for GPUs: sgemm and stencil. This
performance improvement is likely to beneﬁt a large number of applications,
ranging from physical simulations, to linear algebra solvers. The performance
of lazy physical memory allocation for output data pages is also encourag-
ing. However, being able to apply this technique to device side malloc greatly
improves its usefulness. Without the ability of allocating physical memory
on demand, current implementations of device side malloc are required to
statically allocate large portions of GPU physical memory at the application
load time. This eﬀectively reduces the available memory on the GPU for ap-
plications and, thus, most programmers avoid using device side malloc. By
allowing device side malloc to only consume those physical memory actually
required, we expect this functionality to be more widely used.
Besides the use cases we have discussed, the exception support in the GPU
we have presented in this chapter opens the door for further facilities provided
by the operating system in the CPU to become available to GPU codes. This
would increase the number of applications suitable to be accelerated by GPUs
and, overall, improve the programmability of such systems.
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7.1 Conclusions
A constant shift towards visually immersive computing has put graphics pro-
cessing units into most personal computing devices, from phones to worksta-
tions. The boom of deep learning techniques has further increased the GPU
reach, making them indispensable in the data center, too. With evolving pro-
grammability and ever increasing performance, GPUs are often being used
to accelerate the computationally intensive and data parallel code sections
in many domains.
The increased use of GPUs with non-graphics applications is becoming a
problem because sharing of the GPU is starting to take place, yet GPUs have
practically no multiprogramming support. As the result, unresponsiveness
is common in the interactive systems, if the GPU sharing occurs, and QoS
hard to enforce in the data center.
In this dissertation we made initial necessary steps towards enabling mul-
tiprogramming on GPUs. We have ﬁrst focused on improving the multi-
tasking support by eliminating the constraint of non-preemptive GPU ker-
nel execution and implemented a scheduler that controls the sharing of the
GPU among multiple kernels. In an eﬀort to further improve the multipro-
gramming support, we improve the GPU virtual memory functionality and
performance through improved exceptions support.
We have introduced two GPU speciﬁc preemption mechanisms in this
dissertation: the draining mechanism and the GPU tailored context switch
mechanism. If only one them is to be implemented, we argue for the context
switch mechanism because of its greater usability and on average higher
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performance. However, we demonstrated the performance beneﬁts of both
and concluded that some form of a hybrid preemption mechanism could
bring the best of both worlds. We have also introduced the Dynamic Spatial
Sharing scheduling policy that uses these mechanisms to improve system
responsiveness and fairness through spatial sharing of the GPU execution
engine.
We have further identiﬁed the problem of non-preemptible exceptions
as the main culprit behind inadequate virtual memory support in GPUs
and proposed three solutions that would enable them. All three solutions
provide the same functionality but at a diﬀerent performance-complexity
trade-oﬀ. We showcase the utility of preemptible faults by introducing two
use cases that require context switches to be performed on a fault. The
thread block context switching scheme improves performance of a kernel by
ﬁnding other useful work to perform in place of faulted thread blocks and this
way hides the long latency of handling the fault. We also demonstrate how
local handling of GPU faults can improve system performance and introduce
new programmability features.
The work presented in this dissertation outlines the initial architectural
support that enables the true multiprogramming on GPUs. Even though
further research could be conducted in order to improve the performance,
eﬃciency, and software functionality, we believe that the proposals made in
this dissertation would be a great ﬁrst implementation.
7.2 Future Work
The work presented in this dissertation opens up new research lines in the
ﬁeld of GPU architecture and accelerator-aware operating systems. These
new research lines are translated in the potential future work outlined in this
section.
7.2.1 Fast and Eﬃcient Preemption
We have observed that many workloads have a clear bias towards one of
the two preemption mechanisms, performance-wise. Since the draining and
context switch mechanisms can co-exist, we could introduce some logic to
decide which preemption mechanism should be used and when. This can
be a simple heuristic such as to start draining and then context switch, if
preemption is not ﬁnished in some time frame, or something more complex
like prediction or proﬁle based policy.
Another direction that should be explored is minimizing the amount of
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context that is saved, and subsequently restored on the context switch. Sev-
eral optimizations can be made in this direction. One is that the compiler
can emit the information about the live register range, therefore only the
live registers need to be saved and restored. Doing a partial context save
and restore by lazily saving pieces of the context could be another way to
improve the latency of the context switch. For example, if the next scheduled
kernel does not use shared memory, we can leave all the shared memory of
the preempted kernel in place and only save it if some other kernel needs this
space in the future.
7.2.2 Kernel Scheduler Design
We have opted to implement our DSS kernel scheduling policy in hardware
because of its simplicity. We believe that hardware schedulers are great initial
candidates, but they tend to be rigid and not very conﬁgurable by design.
As such, we see future GPU schedulers moving some of the scheduling logic
into software. Further research is necessary in order to decide how to split
the scheduling responsibilities between hardware and software. Likewise, the
question of where does the software portion of it run (on the CPU, general-
purpose core on the GPU, or the SMs themselves) remains open.
The DSS policy that we introduced in this dissertation does not try to
directly optimize any of the multiprogramming metrics. Instead, it takes
the more general approach of spatial sharing to improve the fairness and
turnaround time. We see the need to develop diﬀerent scheduling policies
that can be deployed in diﬀerent environments, similar to the CPU sched-
ulers. However, simply adopting the CPU scheduling policies is not ap-
propriate because of diﬀerent design constraints such as increased scheduling
latency, longer preemption time and overall diﬀerent nature of the workloads.
More research is necessary on designing the new scheduling algorithms that
could target a speciﬁc metric.
7.2.3 Fault Aware Scheduling
Previous research on GPU multitasking was not taking into the account the
demand page migrations, since it predates the GPU paging implementations.
In our experiments, we have observed the tendency of many warps to fault
on the same page, making the GPU excessively underutilized. We have also
noticed that some benchmarks are data-transfer bound and thus no amount
of execution resources provided could improve their performance. As such,
using the migration information (i.e., number of in-ﬂight faults) while making
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the scheduling decision could improve performance by giving the execution
resources to kernels that can most beneﬁt from them.
Furthermore, the classic optimization of context switching on a fault, in
order to hide the migration latency could be applied also. Similar to our
proposal of thread block switching on a fault, the scheduler could decide to
vacate an underutilized SM and schedule some other process to run on it
until the migrations are performed.
7.2.4 Heterogeneous Memory Management
Our proposals on local handling of GPU faults require some level of synchro-
nization and communication with the CPU, in order to keep the CPU and
GPU memory management structures coherent. This communication can be
less involved when dealing with the lazy memory allocation than in the gen-
eral fault handling case. Design of the heterogeneous memory allocator and
coherence protocol for the CPU and GPU hosted allocator structures is still
an open problem. Further research on the synchronization primitives (e.g.,
system wide atomic operations and memory fences) over system intercon-
nects (e.g., PCI-Express and NVLink) is necessary to support deeper system
integration of accelerators with good performance.
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• Eﬃcient Exception Handling Support for GPUs. Ivan Tanasic, Isaac
Gelado, Marc Jorda, Eduard Ayguade, Nacho Navarro. Submitted for
review to the 44th International Symposium on Computer Architecture
(ISCA 2017). Toronto, Canada. June 2017.
• Enabling Preemptive Multiprogramming on GPUs. Ivan Tanasic, Isaac
Gelado, Javier Cabezas, Álex Ramirez, Nacho Navarro, Mateo Valero.
Published in Proceedings of the The 41st International Symposium on
Computer Architecture (ISCA 2014). Minnesota, USA. June 2014.
• Hardware Support for GPU Multiprogramming. Ivan Tanasic, Isaac
Gelado, Javier Cabezas, Alex Ramirez, Nacho Navarro, and Mateo
Valero. Poster in the NVIDIA GPU Technology Conference (GTC
2014). San Jose, USA. March 2014.
• CUsched: Multiprogrammed Workload Scheduling on GPU Architec-
tures. Ivan Tanasic, Isaac Gelado, Javier Cabezas, Nacho Navarro,
Alex Ramirez, and Mateo Valero. UPC-DAC-RR-CAP-2013-7 Techni-
cal Report. Barcelona, Spain. March 2013.
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